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1 Introduction
Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) is an attempt to make a background independent, non-perturbative quantization of
4-dimensional General Relativity (GR) – for reviews, see [1–3]. It is inspired by the classical formulation of GR as a
dynamical theory of connections. Starting from this formulation, the kinematics of LQG is well-studied and results in
a successful kinematical framework (see the corresponding chapters in the books [1]), which is also unique in a certain
sense. However, the framework of the dynamics in LQG is still largely open so far. There are two main approaches
to the dynamics of LQG, they are (1) the Operator formalism of LQG, which follows the spirit of Dirac quantization
or reduced phase space quantization of constrained dynamical system, and performs a canonical quantization of GR
[4]; (2) the covariant formulation of LQG, which is currently understood in terms of the Spinfoam Models [3, 5–8].
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The relation between these two approaches is well-understood in the case of 3d quantum gravity [9], while in 4d the
situation is much more complicated and there are some recent attempts [10] for relating these two approaches.
The present article is concerning the spinfoam approach of LQG. The current spinfoam models for quantum
gravity are mostly inspired by the 4-dimensional Plebanski formulation of GR [11] (or Plebanski-Holst formulation
by including the Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ), which is a BF theory constrained by the condition that the B field
should be “simple” i.e. there is a tetrad field eI such that B = ∗(e ∧ e). Currently one of the successful spinfoam
models is the EPRL model defined in [6], whose implementation of simplicity constraint is understood in the sense
of [12]. The EPRL vertex amplitude is shown to reproduce the classical discrete GR in the large-j asymptotics [13].
Recently, The fermion coupling is included in the framework of EPRL spinfoam model [14], and a q-deformed EPRL
spinfoam model is defined and gives discrete GR with cosmological constant in the large-j asymptotics [15, 16].
The semiclassical behavior of spinfoam model is currently understood in terms of the large-j asymptotics of the
spinfoam amplitude, i.e. if we consider a spinfoam model as a state-sum
A(K) =
∑
jf
µ(jf )Ajf (K) (1.1)
where µ(jf ) is a measure, we are investigating the asymptotic behavior of the (partial-)amplitude Ajf as all the
spins jf are taken to be large uniformly. The area spectrum in LQG is given approximately by Af = γjf `
2
p, so the
semiclassical limit of spinfoam models is argued to be achieved by taking `2p → 0 while keeping the area Af fixed,
which results in jf → ∞ uniformly as γ is a fixed Barbero-Immirzi parameter. There is another argument relating
the large-j asymptotics of the spinfoam amplitude to the semiclassical limit, by imposing the semiclassical boundary
state to the vertex amplitude [17]. Mathematically the asymptotic problem is posed by making a uniform scaling for
the spins jf 7→ λjf , and studying the asymptotic behavior of the amplitude Aλjf (K) as λ→∞.
There were various investigations for the large-j asymptotics of the spinfoam models. The asymptotics of the
Barrett-Crane vertex amplitude (10j-symbol) was studied in [18], which showed that the degenerate configurations in
Barrett-Crane model were nonoscillatory, but dominant. The large-j asymptotics of the FK model was studied in [19],
concerning the nondegenerate Riemanian geometry, in the case of a simplicial manifold without boundary. The large-j
asymptotics of the EPRL model was initially investigated in [13] for both Euclidean and Lorentzian cases, where the
analysis concerned a single 4-simplex amplitude (EPRL vertex amplitude). It was shown that the asymptotics of the
vertex amplitude is mainly a Cosine of the Regge action in a 4-simplex if the boundary data admits a nondegenerate
4-simplex geometry, and the asymptotics is non-oscillatory if the boundary data doesn’t admit a nondegenerate 4-
simplex geometry. There were also recent works to find the Regge gravity from the Euclidean/Lorentzian spinfoam
amplitude on a simplicial complex via a certain “double scaling limit” [20].
The present work analyzes the large-j asymptotic analysis of the Lorentzian EPRL spinfoam amplitude to the
general situation of a 4d simplicial manifold with or without boundary, with an arbitrary number of simplices. The
analysis for the Euclidean EPRL model is presented in [21]. The asymptotics of the spinfoam amplitude is determined
by the critical configurations of the “spinfoam action”, and is given by a sum of the amplitudes evaluated at the
critical configurations. Therefore the large-j asymptotics is clarified once we find all the critical configurations and
clarify their geometrical implications. Here for the Lorentzian EPRL spinfoam amplitude, a critical configuration
in general is given by the data (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) that solves the critical point equations, where jf is an SU(2) spin
assigned to each triangle, gve is an SL(2,C) group variable, and ξef , zvf are two types of spinors. Here in this work we
show that given a general critical configuration, there exists a partition of the simplicial complex K into three types of
regions RNondeg,RDeg-A,RDeg-B, where the three regions are simplicial sub-complexes with boundaries, and they may
be disconnected regions. The critical configuration implies different types of geometries in different types of regions:
• The critical configuration restricted into RNondeg is nondegenerate in our definition of degeneracy. It implies a
nondegenerate discrete Lorentzian geometry on the simplicial sub-complex RNondeg.
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• The critical configuration restricted into RDeg-A is degenerate of type-A in our definition of degeneracy. However,
it implies a nondegenerate discrete Euclidean geometry on the simplicial sub-complex RDeg-A
• The critical configuration restricted into RDeg-B is degenerate of type-B in our definition of degeneracy. It implies
a vector geometry on the simplicial sub-complex RDeg-B
With the critical configuration, we further make a subdivision of the regions RNondeg and RDeg-A into sub-
complexes (with boundary) K1(R∗), · · · ,Kn(R∗) (∗=Nondeg,Deg-A) according to their Lorentzian/Euclidean oriented
4-volume V4(v) of the 4-simplices, such that sgn(V4(v)) is a constant sign on each Ki(R∗). Then in the each sub-
complex Ki(RNondeg) or Ki(RDeg-A), the spinfoam amplitude at the critical configuration gives an exponential of Regge
action in Lorentzian or Euclidean signature respectively. However we emphasize that the Regge action reproduced
here contains a sign factor sgn(V4(v)) related to the oriented 4-volume of the 4-simplices, i.e.
S = sgn(V4)
∑
Internal f
AfΘf + sgn(V4)
∑
Boundary f
AfΘ
B
f (1.2)
where Af is the area of the triangle f and Θf ,Θ
B
f are deficit angle and dihedral angle respectively. Recall that
the Regge action without sgn(V4) is a discretization of Einstein-Hilbert action of GR. Therefore the Regge action
reproduced here is actually a discretized Palatini action with the on-shell connection (compatible with the tetrad).
The asymptotic formula of the spinfoam amplitude is given by a sum of the amplitudes evaluated at all possible
critical configurations, which are the products of the amplitudes associated to different type of geometries.
Additionally, we also show in Section 6 that given a spinfoam amplitude Ajf (K) with the spin configuration
jf , any pair of the non-degenerate critical configurations associated with jf are related each other by a local parity
transformation. The parity transformation is the one studied in [13] in the case of a single 4-simplex. A similar
result holds for any pair of the degenerate configuration of type-A associated with jf , since it implies a nondegenerate
Euclidean geometry.
2 Lorentzian Spinfoam Amplitude
Given a simplicial complex K (with or without boundary), the Lorentzian spinfoam amplitude on K can be expressed
in the coherent state representation:
A(K) =
∑
jf
∏
f
µ (jf )
∏
(v,e)
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
(e,f)
∫
S2
dnˆef
∏
v∈f
〈
jf , ξef
∣∣Y †gevgve′Y ∣∣ jf , ξe′f〉 (2.1)
Here µ(jf ) is the face amplitude of the spinfoam, given by µ(jf ) = (2jf + 1). |jf , ξe′f 〉 is an SU(2) coherent state
in the Spin-j representation. The coherent state is labeled by the spin j and a normalized 2-component spinor
|ξef 〉 = g(ξef )| 12 , 12 〉 (nef ∈ SU(2)), while nˆef := g(ξef )B zˆ is a unit 3-vector. Y is an embedding map from the Spin-j
irrep Hj of SU(2) to the unitary irrep H(j,γj) of SL(2,C) with (k, p) = (j, γj). The embedding Y identify Hj with the
lowest level in the decomposition H(j,γj) = ⊕∞k=jHk. Therefore we define an SL(2,C) coherent state by the embedding
|(jf , γjf ); jf , ξef 〉 := Y |jf , ξe′f 〉 = Π(jf ,γjf )
(
g(ξef )
)
|(jf , γjf ); jf , jf 〉 . (2.2)
In order to write the H(jf ,γjf ) inner product in Eq.(2.1) explicitly, we express the SL(2,C) coherent state in terms
of the canonical basis [22]. The Hilbert space H(k,p) can be represented as a space of homogeneous functions of two
complex variables (z0, z1) with degree (−1 + ip+ k;−1 + ip− k), i.e.
f(λzα) = λ−1+ip+kλ¯−1+ip−kf(zα) (2.3)
Given a normalized 2-component spinor zα (α = 0, 1) with 〈z, z〉 := δαα˙z¯α˙zα = 1, we construct the SU(2) matrix
g(z) =
(
z0 −z¯1
z1 z¯0
)
≡ (z, Jz) (2.4)
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where J(z0, z1)t := (−z¯1, z¯0)t. The canonical basis f jm(z)(k,p) = |(k, p); j,m〉 in the SL(2,C) unitary irrep H(k,p) is
given by the following when restricted to the normalized spinors
f jm(z)
(k,p) =
√
dim(j)
pi
Djmk
(
g(z)
)
(2.5)
where Djmk(g) is the SU(2) representation matrix. The canonical basis f
j
m(z)
(k,p) evaluated on the non-normalized
spinor zα is then given by the homogeneity
f jm(z)
(k,p) =
√
dim(j)
pi
〈z, z〉ip−1−j Djmk
(
g(z)
)
(2.6)
while here Djmk
(
g(z)
)
is a analytic continuation of the SU(2) representation matrix. Thus we can write down explicitly
the highest weight state in the j-representation and in the case of (k, p) = (j, γj)
f jj (z)
(j,γj) =
√
dim(j)
pi
〈z, z〉iγj−1−j (z0)2j (2.7)
Therefore the coherent state is given explicitly by
|(j, γj); j, ξ〉 = f jξ (z)(j,γj) = f jj
(
g(ξ)tz
)(j,γj)
=
√
dim(j)
pi
〈z, z〉iγj−1−j 〈z¯, ξ〉2j (2.8)
As a result we can write down explicitly the inner product in Eq.(2.1) in terms of a L2 inner product on CP1 between
the coherent states f jξ (z)
(j,γj)
〈
jf , ξef
∣∣Y †gevgve′Y ∣∣ jf , ξe′f〉 = 〈(jf , γjf ); jf , ξef ∣∣gevgve′ ∣∣(jf , γjf ); jf , ξe′f〉
=
∫
CP1
Ωzvf f
(jf ,γjf )
ξef
(
gtvezvf
)
f
(jf ,γjf )
ξe′f
(
gtve′zvf
)
(2.9)
where Ωz =
i
2 (z0dz1 − z1dz0) ∧ (z¯0dz¯1 − z¯1dz¯0) is a homogeneous measure on C2.
We insert the result Eq.(2.9) back into Eq.(2.1) and define a new spinor variable Zvef and a measure on CP1 (a
scaling invariant measure)
Zvef := g
†
vezvf
Ωvf :=
Ωzvf
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉 (2.10)
Then the spinfoam amplitude A(K) can be written as
A(K) =
∑
jf
∏
f
µ (jf )
∏
(v,e)
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
(e,f)
∫
S2
dnˆef
∏
v∈∂f
∫
CP1
(
dim(jf )
pi
Ωvf
)
eS (2.11)
where we have a “spinfoam action” S =
∑
f Sf and
Sf =
∑
v∈f
Svf =
∑
v∈f
(
jf ln
〈ξef , Zvef 〉2 〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉2
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉 + iγjf ln
〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
)
. (2.12)
In this paper we consider the large-j regime of the spinfoam amplitude A(K). Concretely, we define the partial-
amplitude
Ajf (K) :=
∏
(v,e)
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
(e,f)
∫
S2
dnˆef
∏
v∈∂f
∫
CP1
(
dim(jf )
pi
Ωvf
)
eS (2.13)
A(K) =
∑
jf
∏
f
µ (jf )Aj(K)
and consider the regime in the sum
∑
jf
where all the spins jf are large. In this regime, the spinfoam amplitude is
a sum over the asymptotics of partial amplitude Aj(K) with large spins jf . In the following, we study the large-j
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asymptotics of the partial-amplitudes Ajf (K) by making the uniform scaling jf 7→ λjf and taking the limit λ → ∞.
Each face action Sf 7→ λSf scales linearly with λ, so we can use the generalized stationary phase approximation [23]
to study the asymptotical behavior of Ajf (K) in large-j regime.
Before coming to the asymptotic analysis, we note that in all the following discussions, we only consider the spin
configurations such that
∑
f⊂te f jf 6= 0 with f = ±1 for all e. Therefore the geometric tetrahedron with the oriented
area jf nˆef , f ⊂ te is always assumed to be nondegenerate.
2.1 Derivation of Critical Point Equations
We use the generalized stationary phase method to study the large-j asymptotics of the above spinfoam amplitude.
The spinfoam amplitude have been reduced to the following type of integral:
f(λ) =
∫
D
dx a(x) eλS(x) (2.14)
where D is a closed manifold, S(x) and a(x) are smooth, complex valued functions, and ReS ≤ 0 (this will be shown
in the following for the spinfoam amplitude). For large parameter λ the dominant contributions for the above integral
comes from the critical points xc, which are the stationary point of S(x) and satisfy ReS(xc) = 0. The asymptotic
behavior of the above integral for large λ is given by
f(λ) =
∑
xc
a(xc)
(
2pi
λ
) r(xc)
2 eiIndH
′(xc)√|detrH ′(xc)|eλS(xc)
[
1 + o(
1
λ
)
]
(2.15)
for isolated critical points, where r(xc) is the rank of the Hessian matrix Hij(xc) = ∂i∂jS(xc) at a critical point, and
H ′(xc) is the invertible restriction on kerH(xc)⊥. When the critical points are not isolated, the above
∑
xc
is replaced
by a integral over a submanifold of critical points. If the S(x) doesn’t have any critical point f(λ) decreases faster
than any power of λ−1. From the above asymptotic formula, we see that the asymptotics of the spinfoam amplitude
is clarified by finding all the critical points of the action and evaluating the integrand at each critical point.
In order to find the critical points of the spinfoam action, first of all, we show that the spinfoam action S satisfies
ReS ≤ 0. For each Svf , by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
ReSvf = jf ln
|〈ξef , Zvef 〉|2 |〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉|2
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉 ≤ jf ln
〈ξef , ξef 〉 〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 〈ξe′f , ξe′f 〉 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉 ≤ 0 (2.16)
Therefore
ReS =
∑
f,v
ReSvf ≤ 0 (2.17)
From ReS = 0, we obtain the following equations
ξef =
eiφev
‖Zvef‖Zvef , and ξe
′f =
eiφe′v
‖Zve′f‖Zve
′f (2.18)
where ‖Zvef‖ ≡ |〈Zvef , Zvef 〉|1/2. If we define φeve′ = φev − φe′v, the above equation results in that(
g†ve
)−1
ξef =
‖Zve′f‖
‖Zvef‖ e
iφeve′
(
g†ve′
)−1
ξe′f (2.19)
Here we use the property of anti-linear map J
JgJ−1 =
(
g†
)−1
(2.20)
to Eq.(2.19), we find
gve (Jξef ) =
‖Zve′f‖
‖Zvef‖ e
−iφeve′ gve′ (Jξe′f ) (2.21)
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Now we compute the derivative of the action S on the variables zvf , ξef , gve to find the staionary point of S. We first
consider the derivative with respect to the CP1 variable zvf . Given a spinor zα = (z0, z1)t, zα and (Jz)α = (−z¯1, z¯0)
is a basis of the space C2 of 2-component spinors. The following variation can be written in general by
δzα = ε(Jz)α + ωzα (2.22)
where ε, ω are complex number. Since z ∈ CP1, we can choose a partial gauge fixing that 〈z, z〉 = 1, which gives
〈δz, z〉 = −〈z, δz〉. Thus we obtain ω = iη with a real number η. Moreover if we choose the variation with ε = 0, it
leads to δzα = iηzα, which gives η = 0 for z ∈ CP1. Using the variation δzαvf = εvf (Jzvf )α and δz¯αvf = ε¯vf (Jz¯vf )α,
we obtain that
0 = δzvfSvf
= jf
(
2
δzvf 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 + 2
δzvf 〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉
〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉 −
δzvf 〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 −
δzvf 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
)
+iγjf
(
δzvf 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉 −
δzvf 〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
)
= jf
(
εvf
〈
ξef , g
†
veJzvf
〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 +
ε¯vf
〈
g†ve′Jzvf , ξe′f
〉
〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉 −
ε¯vf
〈
g†veJzvf , Zvef
〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 −
εvf
〈
Zve′f , g
†
ve′Jzvf
〉
〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
)
+iγjf
(
εvf
〈
Zve′f , g
†
ve′Jzvf
〉
+ ε¯vf
〈
g†ve′Jzvf , Zve′f
〉
〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉 −
εvf
〈
Zvef , g
†
veJzvf
〉
+ ε¯vf
〈
g†veJzvf , Zvef
〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
)
(2.23)
Using Eq.(2.18), we obtain the following equation
〈
Jzvf , gveξef
〉
=
‖Zvef‖
‖Zve′f‖e
iφeve′
〈
Jzvf , gve′ξe′f
〉
(2.24)
Also from Eq.(2.18), because of 〈ξef , ξef 〉 = 〈ξe′f , ξe′f 〉 = 1
〈zvf , gveξef 〉 = ‖Zvef‖‖Zve′f‖e
iφeve′ 〈zvf , gve′ξe′f 〉 (2.25)
Therefore since zα and (Jz)α is a basis of the space C2 of 2-component spinors,
gveξef =
‖Zvef‖
‖Zve′f‖e
iφeve′ gve′ξe′f (2.26)
We consider the variation with respect to ξef . Since the spinor ξef is normalized, we should use δξ
α
ef = ωef (Jξef )
α+
iηefξ
α
ef for complex infinitesimal parameter ω ∈ C and η ∈ R. The variation of the action vanishes automatically
δξefS = jf
(
2
δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 + 2
δξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
)
= jf
(
2
ω¯ef 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 + 2
ωef 〈Zv′ef , Jξef 〉
〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
)
= 0 (2.27)
by using Eq.(2.18) and the identity 〈Jξef , ξef 〉 = 0.
Finally we consider the stationary point for the group variables gve. We parameterize the group with the parameter
θIJ around a saddle point gve, i.e. g
′
ve = gvee
−iθveIJJ IJ , where J IJ is the generator of the Lie algebra sl2C. Then we
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have
0 =
∂Svf
∂θveIJ
∣∣∣
θve=0
=
∑
f incoming e
[
jf
(
2
〈
ξef , iJ IJ†Zvef
〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 −
〈
iJ IJ†Zvef , Zvef
〉
+
〈
Zvef , iJ IJ†Zvef
〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
)
+iγjf
(
−
〈
iJ IJ†Zvef , Zvef
〉
+
〈
Zvef , iJ IJ†Zvef
〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
)]
+
∑
f outgoing e
[
jf
(
2
〈
iJ IJ†Zvef , ξef
〉
〈Zvef , ξef 〉 −
〈
iJ IJ†Zvef , Zvef
〉
+
〈
Zvef , iJ IJ†Zvef
〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
)
+iγjf
(〈
iJ IJ†Zvef , Zvef
〉
+
〈
Zvef , iJ IJ†Zvef
〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
)]
(2.28)
We again apply Eq.(2.18) and find
0 =
∑
f incoming e
[
jf
(〈
ξef , iJ IJ†ξef
〉
+
〈
ξef , iJ IJξef
〉)
+ iγjf
(〈
ξef , iJ IJξef
〉− 〈ξef , iJ IJ†ξef〉)]
+
∑
f outgoing e
[
jf
(−〈ξef , iJ IJξef〉− 〈ξef , iJ IJ†ξef〉)+ iγjf (−〈ξef , iJ IJξef〉+ 〈ξef , iJ IJ†ξef〉)]
=
4∑
f∈te
εef (v)
[
jf
(〈
ξef , iJ IJ†ξef
〉
+
〈
ξef , iJ IJξef
〉)
+ iγjf
(〈
ξef , iJ IJξef
〉− 〈ξef , iJ IJ†ξef〉)] (2.29)
where εef (v) = ±1 is determined (up to a global sign) by the following relations
εef (v) = −εe′f (v) and εef (v) = −εef (v′) (2.30)
for the triangle f shared by the tetrahedra te and te′ in the 4-simplex σv, and the dual edge e = (v, v
′). As usual we can
rewrite Lorentz Lie algebra generator J IJ in terms of rotation part ~J and boost part ~K where where Ji = i20ijkJ jk,
Ki = −iJ 0i. In the Spin- 12 representation, the rotation generators ~J = i2~σ and the boost generators ~K = 12~σ. Recall
that
〈ξ |~σ| ξ〉 = nˆξ with nˆξ = (ξ0ξ¯1 + ξ1ξ¯0)xˆ− i(ξ0ξ¯1 − ξ1ξ¯0)yˆ + (ξ0ξ¯0 − ξ1ξ¯1)zˆ (2.31)
we have 〈
ξef , ~Jξef
〉
= −
〈
ξef , ~J
†ξef
〉
=
i
2
nˆef (2.32)〈
ξef , ~Kξef
〉
=
〈
ξef , ~K
†ξef
〉
=
1
2
nˆef (2.33)
Using the above relations, Eq.(2.29) results in the closure condition
4∑
f⊂te
εef (v)jf nˆef = 0. (2.34)
Thus we finish the derivation of all the critical point equations.
2.2 Analysis of Critical Point Equations
We summarize the critical point equations for a spinfoam configuration (jf , gev, ξef , zvf )
gve (Jξef ) =
‖Zve′f‖
‖Zvef‖ e
−iφeve′ gve′ (Jξe′f ) (2.35)
gveξef =
‖Zvef‖
‖Zve′f‖e
iφeve′ gve′ξe′f (2.36)
0 =
4∑
f⊂te
εef (v)jf nˆef (2.37)
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where Eq.(2.37) stands for the closure condition for each tetrahedron. εef (v) is the sign factor coming from the
variation with respect to gev. It is determined (up to a global sign) by the following relations
εef (v) = −εe′f (v) and εef (v) = −εef (v′) (2.38)
for the triangle f shared by the tetrahedra te and te′ in the 4-simplex σv, and the dual edge e = (v, v
′).
In the following, we show that Eqs.(2.35) and (2.36) give the parallel transportation condition of the bivectors.
Given a spinor ξα, it naturally constructs a null vector ξαξ¯α˙ = ι(ξ)Iσαα˙I where σI = (1, ~σ). It is straight-forward to
check that
ξξ¯ =
1
2
(1 + ~σ · nˆξ) with nˆξ = (ξ0ξ¯1 + ξ1ξ¯0)xˆ− i(ξ0ξ¯1 − ξ1ξ¯0)yˆ + (ξ0ξ¯0 − ξ1ξ¯1)zˆ (2.39)
nˆξ is a unit 3-vector since ξ is a normalized spinor. Thus we obtain that
ι(ξ)I =
1
2
(1, nˆξ) (2.40)
Similarly for the spinor Jξ, we define the null vector JξαJξα˙ = ι(Jξ)Iσαα˙I and obtain that
ι(Jξ)I =
1
2
(1,−nˆξ) (2.41)
We can write Eqs.(2.35) and (2.36) in their Spin-1 representation
gˆve ι(Jξef ) =
‖Zve′f‖2
‖Zvef‖2
gˆve′ ι(Jξe′f ) and gˆve ι(ξef ) =
‖Zvef‖2
‖Zve′f‖2
gˆve′ ι(ξe′f ) (2.42)
It is obvious that if we construct a bivector1
XIJef = −4γjf [ι(ξef ) ∧ ι(Jξef )]IJ (2.43)
Xef satisfies the parallel transportation condition within a 4-simplex
(gˆve)
I
K(gˆve)
J
LX
KL
ef = (gˆve′)
I
K(gˆve′)
J
LX
KL
e′f . (2.44)
We define the bivector XIJf located at each vertex v of the dual face f by the parallel transportation
XIJf (v) := (gˆve)
I
K(gˆve)
J
LX
KL
ef . (2.45)
which is independent of the choice of e by the above parallel transportation condition. Then we have the parallel
transportation relation of XIJf (v)
XIJf (v) = (gˆvv′)
I
K(gˆvv′)
J
LX
KL
f (v
′) (2.46)
because the spinor ξef belonging to the tetrahedron te is shared as the boundary data by two neighboring 4-simplex.
On the other hand, we can write the bivector XIJef as a matrix:
XIJef = 2γjf

0 nˆ1ef nˆ
2
ef nˆ
3
ef
−nˆ1ef 0 0 0
−nˆ2ef 0 0 0
−nˆ3ef 0 0 0

∣∣XIJef ∣∣ =
√∣∣∣∣12XIJef XefIJ
∣∣∣∣ = 2γjf (2.47)
1the pre-factor is a convention for simplifying the notation in the following discussion.
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However the matrix (Xef )
I
J = X
IK
ef ηKJ read
Xef ≡ (Xef )IJ = 2γjf

0 nˆ1ef nˆ
2
ef nˆ
3
ef
nˆ1ef 0 0 0
nˆ2ef 0 0 0
nˆ3ef 0 0 0
 = 2γjf nˆef · ~K (2.48)
where ~K denotes the boost generator of Lorentz Lie algebra sl2C in the Spin-1 representation. The rotation generator
in sl2C is denoted by ~J . The generators in sl2C satisfies the commutation relations [J i, Jj ] = −εijkJk, [J i,Kj ] =
−εijkKk, [Ki,Kj ] = εijkJk. The relation Xef = 2γjf nˆef · ~K gives a representation of the bivector in terms of the
sl2C lie algebra generators. Moreover it is not difficult to verify that in the Spin- 12 representation ~J =
i
2~σ and
~K = 12~σ.
Thus in Spin- 12 representation
Xef = γjf~σ · nˆef (2.49)
For this sl2C Lie algebra representation of the bivector Xef , the parallel transportation is represented by the adjoint
action of the Lie group on its Lie algebra. Therefore we have
gveXefgev = gve′Xe′fge′v, Xf (v) := gveXefgev, Xf (v) := gvv′Xf (v
′)gv′v (2.50)
where gve = g
−1
ev , gv′v = g
−1
vv′ . We note that the above equations are valid for all the representations of SL(2,C).
There is the duality map acting on sl2C by ∗ ~J = − ~K, ∗ ~K = ~J . For self-dual/anti-self-dual bivector ~T± :=
1
2 (
~J ± i ~K), One can verify that ∗~T± = ±i~T±. In the Spin-1 representation (bivector representation), the duality map
is represented by ∗XIJ = 12εIJKLXKL. In the Spin- 12 representation, the duality map is represented by ∗X = iX
since ~J = i2~σ and
~K = 12~σ in the Spin-
1
2 representation. From Eq.(2.48), we see that
Xef = − ∗ (2γjf nˆef · ~J) (2.51)
From its bivector representation one can see that
ηIJu
I ∗XJKef = 0, uI = (1, 0, 0, 0). (2.52)
It motivates us to define a unit vector at each vertex v for each tetrahedron te by
N Ie (v) := (gˆve)
I
Ju
J (2.53)
Then for all triangles f in the tetrahedron te, N
I
e (v) is orthogonal to all the bivectors ∗Xf (v) with f belonging to te.
ηIJN
I
e (v) ∗XJKf (v) = 0. (2.54)
In addition, from the closure constraint Eq.(2.37), we obtain for each tetrahedron te∑
f⊂te
εef (v)Xf (v) = 0. (2.55)
We summarize the above analysis of the critical point equations Eqs.(2.35), (2.36), and (2.37) into the following
proposition:
Proposition 2.1. Given the data (jf , gev, ξef , zvf ) be a spinfoam configuration that solves the critical point equations
Eqs.(2.35), (2.36), and (2.37), we construct the bivector variables (in the sl2C Lie algebra representation) for the
spinfoam amplitude Xef = −∗(2γjf nˆef · ~J) and Xef (v) := gveXefgev, where |Xef (v)| =
√
1
2 tr (Xef (v)Xef (v)) = 2γjf .
The critical point equations implies the following equations for the bivector variables
Xef (v) = Xe′f (v) ≡ Xf (v), Xf (v) := gvv′Xf (v′)gv′v,
ηIJN
I
e (v) ∗XJKf (v) = 0,
∑
f⊂te
εef (v)Xf (v) = 0. (2.56)
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where te and te′ are two different tetrahedra of a 4-simplex dual to v, f is a triangle shared by the two tetrahedra te
and te′ , and N
I
e (v) = (gˆve)
I
Ju
J with uJ = (1, 0, 0, 0) is a unit vector associated with the tetrahedron te. εef (v) is a
sign factor determined (up to a global sign) by the following relations
εef (v) = −εe′f (v) and εef (v) = −εef (v′) (2.57)
for the triangle f shared by the tetrahedra te and te′ in the 4-simplex σv, and the dual edge e = (v, v
′).
3 Nondegenerate Geometry on a Simplicial Complex
3.1 Discrete Bulk Geometry
In order to relate the spinfoam configurations solving the critical point equations with the a discrete Regge geometry,
here we introduce the classical geometric variables for the discrete Lorentzian geometry on a 4-manifold [19, 24].
Given a simplicial complex K triangulating the 4-manifold M with Lorentzian metric gµν , we associate each
4-simplex σv (dual to the vertex v) a reference frame. In this reference frame the vertices [p1(v), · · · , p5(v)] of the
4-simplex σv have the coordinates
pi(v) = {xIi (v)}i=1,·,5 (3.1)
Consider another 4-simplex σv′ neighboring σv, there is an edge e connecting v and v
′, and there is a tetrahedron
te shared by σv, σv′ with vertices [p2(v), · · · , p5(v)] = [p2(v′), · · · , p5(v′)]. Then it is possible to associate the edge
e = (v, v′) uniquely an element of Poincare´ group
{
(Ωe)
I
J , (Ωe)
I
}
, such that for the vertices p2, · · · , p5 of te
(Ωe)
I
Jx
J
i (v
′) + (Ωe)I = xIi (v) i = 2, · · · , 5 (3.2)
Here the matrix (Ωe)
I
J describes the change of the reference frames in σv and σv′ , while (Ωe)
I describes the trans-
portation of the frame origins from σv to σv′ . We assume the triangulation is orientable, and we choose the reference
frames in σv, σv′ in such a way that Ωe ∈ SO(1,3).
We focus on a 4-simplex σv whose center is the vertex v. For each oriented edge ` = [pi(v), pj(v)] in the 4-simplex,
we associate an edge vector EI` (v) = x
I
i (v)− xIj (v). Thus under the change of reference frame from σv to σv′
(Ωe)
I
JE
I
` (v
′) = E`(v) ∀ ` ⊂ te (3.3)
In this paper we assume all the edge vectors EI` (v) are spatial in the sense of the flat metric ηIJ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). It
is straight-forward to check from the definition that the edge vectors EI` (v) satisfies:
• if we reverse the orientation of `, then
EI−`(v) = −EI` (v), (3.4)
• for all triangle f in the simplex σv with edge `1, `2, `3, the vectors EI` (v) close, i.e.
EI`1(v) + E
I
`2(v) + E
I
`3(v) = 0 (3.5)
The set of EI` (v) at v satisfying Eqs.(3.4) and (3.5) is called a co-frame at the vertex v.
• Moreover given a tetrahedron t shared by two 4-simplices σv, σv′ , for all pair of edges `1, `2 of the tetrahedron,
we further require that
ηIJE
I
`1(v)E
J
`2(v) = ηIJE
I
`1(v
′)EJ`2(v
′) (3.6)
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Definition 3.1. The collection of the vectors E`(v) satisfying Eqs.(3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) at all the vertices is called
a co-frame on the simplicial complex K. The discrete (spatial) metric on the each tetrahedron t induced from gµν is
given by
g`1`2(v) = ηIJE
I
`1(v)E
J
`2(v) (3.7)
which is actually independent of v because of Eq.(3.6).
We assume the co-frame EI` (v) is nondegenerate, i.e. for each 4-simplex σv, the set of E
I
` (v) with ` ⊂ ∂σv spans
a 4-dimensional vector space.
An edge ` can be denoted by its end-points, say p1, p2, i.e. ` = [p1, p2]. There are 5 vertices pi, i = 1, · · · , 5 for
a 4-simplex σv. Then each pi is one-to-one corresponding to a tetrahedron tei of the 4-simplex σv. Therefore we can
denote the edge ` = [p1, p2] also by ` = (e1, e2), once a 4-simplex σv is specified. Thus we can also write the co-frame
EI` (v) at the vertex v by E
I
e1e2(v). In this notation, for example Eqs.(3.4) and (3.5) become
EIe1e2(v) = −EIe2e1(v), EIe1e2(v) + EIe2e3(v) + EIe3e1(v) = 0. (3.8)
In the following we use both of the notations, according to the convenience by the context.
Lemma 3.1. Given a co-frame EI` (v) on the triangulation, it determines uniquely an SO(1,3) matrix (Ωe)
I
J associated
to each edge e = (v, v′) such that for all the edge of the tetrahedron te shared by σv and σv′
(Ωe)
I
JE
J
` (v
′) = EI` (v) ∀ ` ⊂ te (3.9)
We can associate a reference frame in each 4-simplex such that SO(1,3) matrix (Ωe)
I
J changing the frame from σv to
σv′ .
Proof: Given a tetrahedron te shared by two 4-simplices σv, σv′ , we consider the relation between the co-frame
vectors EI` (v) at the vertex v and E
I
` (v
′) at v′, for all 6 edges ` of the tetrahedron te. The spatial vectors EI` (v) ` ⊂ te
spans a 3-dimensional subspace, and the same holds for EI` (v
′). We choose the time-like unit normal vectors Uˆ(v) and
Uˆ(v′) orthogonal to EI` (v) and E
I
` (v
′) respectively, and require that
sgn det
(
E`1(v), E`2(v), E`3(v), Uˆ(v)
)
= sgn det
(
E`1(v
′), E`2(v
′), E`3(v
′), Uˆ(v′)
)
(3.10)
where E`1(v), E`2(v), E`3(v) form a basis in the 3-dimensional subspace spanned by E
I
` (v) ` ⊂ te. From Eq.(3.10),
Eq.(3.6) and E`i(v) · Uˆ(v) = E`i(v′) · Uˆ(v′) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, an SO(1,3) matrix Ωe is determined by
(Ωe)
I
JE
J
`i(v
′) = EI`i(v) (Ωe)
I
J Uˆ
J(v′) = Uˆ I(v). (3.11)
Suppose there are two SO(1,3) matrices Ωe,Ω
′
e satisfying
(Ωe)
I
JE
J
`i(v
′) = EI`i(v) (Ω
′
e)
I
JE
J
`i(v
′) = EI`i(v) (3.12)
we then have Ωe = Ω
′
e.
We choose a numbering [p1, · · · , p5] of the vertices of σv, σv′ such that [p2(v), · · · , p5(v)] = [p2(v′), · · · , p5(v′)] are
the vertices of the tetrahedron te. Two reference frame in the 4-simplices σv, σv′ are specified by the coordinates{
EIe2e1(v), E
I
e3e1(v), E
I
e4e1(v), E
I
e5e1(v)
}
and
{
EIe2e1(v
′), EIe3e1(v
′), EIe4e1(v
′), EIe5e1(v
′)
}
by defining xIj (v) := E
I
eje1(v)
and similar for xIj (v
′). Since
Ee2e1 = Ee2e5 − Ee1e5 , Ee3e1 = Ee3e5 − Ee1e5 , Ee4e1 = Ee4e5 − Ee1e5 (3.13)
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and there exists a unique (Ωe)
I
J ∈ SO(1,3) that EIeiej (v) = (Ωe)IJEIeiej (v′), i, j = 2, · · · , 5, we can relate the
coordinates
{
EIe2e1(v), E
I
e3e1(v), E
I
e4e1(v), E
I
e5e1(v)
}
and
{
EIe2e1(v
′), EIe3e1(v
′), EIe4e1(v
′), EIe5e1(v
′)
}
in two different 4-
simplices by
EIe2e1(v) = (Ωe)
I
JE
I
e2e1(v
′) + (Ωe)IJE
J
e1e5(v
′)− EIe1e5(v)
EIe3e1(v) = (Ωe)
I
JE
I
e3e1(v
′) + (Ωe)IJE
J
e1e5(v
′)− EIe1e5(v)
EIe4e1(v) = (Ωe)
I
JE
I
e4e1(v
′) + (Ωe)IJE
J
e1e5(v
′)− EIe1e5(v)
EIe5e1(v) = (Ωe)
I
JE
I
e5e1(v
′) + (Ωe)IJE
J
e1e5(v
′)− EIe1e5(v) (3.14)
The coordinates of p2, · · · , p5 are given by xIj (v) := EIeje1(v) with respective the reference frame in σv, thus the Poincare´
transformation relating two reference frames are given by an SO(1,3) matrix and a translation
{
(Ωe)
I
J , (Ωe)
I
}
, where
the translation vector (Ωe)
I is given by
(Ωe)
I := (Ωe)
I
JE
J
e1e5(v
′)− EIe1e5(v) (3.15)

The orientation of a 4-simplex σv is represented by an ordering of its 5 vertices, i.e. a tuple [p1, · · · , p5]. Two
orientations are opposite to each other if the two orderings are related by an odd permutation, e.g. [p1, p2, · · · , p5] =
−[p2, p1 · · · , p5]. We say that two neighboring 4-simplices σ, σ′ are consistently oriented, if the orientation of their
shared tetrahedron t induced from σ is opposite to the orientation induced from σ′. For example, σ = [p1, p2, · · · , p5]
and σ′ = −[p′1, p2, · · · , p5] are consistently oriented since the opposite orientations t = ±[p2, · · · , p5] are induced
respectively from σ and σ′. The simplicial complex K is said to be orientable if it is possible to orient consistently all
pair of neighboring 4-simplices. Such a choice of consistent 4-simplex orientations is called a global orientation. We
assume we define a global orientation of the triangulation K. Then for each 4-simplex σv = [p1, p2, · · · , p5], we define
an oriented volume (assumed to be nonvanishing as the nondegeneracy)
V4(v) := det
(
Ee2e1(v), Ee3e1(v), Ee4e1(v), Ee5e1(v)
)
(3.16)
In general the oriented 4-volume V4(v) can be positive or negative for different 4-simplices.
Definition 3.2. Given two neighboring 4-simplices σv and σv′ , if their oriented volumes are both positive or both
negative, i.e. sgn(V4(v)) = sgn(V4(v
′)). The SO(1,3) matrix (Ωe)IJ , e = (v, v
′) is the discrete spin connection
compatible with E`(v)
I .
For each vertex v and a dual edge e connecting v, we define a time-like vector Ue(v) at the vertex v by (choosing
any j 6= k, the definition is independent of the choice of j by Eqs.(3.4) and (3.5))
UekI (v) :=
1
3!V4(v)
∑
l,m,n
εjklmnεIJKLE
J
elej
(v)EKemej (v)E
L
enej (v) (3.17)
In total there are 5 vectors Ue(v) at each vertex v. Using Eq.(3.4) and (3.5), one can show that
U
ej
J (v)E
J
ekel
(v) = δjk − δjl (3.18)
Thus we call the collection of Ue(v) a discrete frame since Ee1e2(v) is called a discrete co-frame. Moreover from this
equation we see that UJe (v) is a vector at v normal to the tetrahedron te. If we sum over all 5 frame vectors Ue(v) at
v in Eq.(3.18)
5∑
j=1
U
ej
J (v)E
J
ekel
(v) =
5∑
j=1
δjk −
5∑
j=1
δjl = 0 ∀ ek, el (3.19)
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which shows the closure of Ue(v) at each vertex v, i.e.
5∑
e=1
Ue(v) = 0 (3.20)
by the nondegenercy of Eee′(v). Eq.(3.20) shows that the 5 vectors Ue(v) are all out-pointing or all in-pointing normal
vectors to the tetrahedra. Also following from Eq.(3.18) (fix l = 1 and let j = 2, 3, 4, 5), we have that the 4× 4 matrix
(Ue2(v), Ue3(v), Ue4(v), Ue5(v))
t
is the inverse of the matrix (Ee2e1(v), Ee3e1(v), Ee4e1(v), Ee5e1(v)). Therefore
1
V4(v)
= det
(
Ue2(v), Ue3(v), Ue4(v), Ue5(v)
)
. (3.21)
It implies (i, j, k, l = 2, 3, 4, 5)
V4(v)ε
IJKLUeiI (v)U
ej
J (v)U
ek
K (v)U
el
L (v) = ε
ijkl
V4(v)εijklU
ei
I (v)U
ej
J (v)U
ek
K (v)U
el
L (v) = εIJKL (3.22)
where the above εijkl = ε
ijkl, εIJKL = ε
IJKL are all Levi-Civita symbols. Then using the fact that the matrix UeiI (v)
is the inverse of EIeie1(v), we can verify that
EIekej (v) =
V4(v)
3!
∑
l,m,n
εjklmnε
IJKLUelJ (v)U
em
K (v)U
en
L (v)
V4(v)U
ei
[I (v)U
ej
J] (v) =
1
2
∑
m,n
εkijmnεIJKLE
K
emek
(v)ELenek(v) (3.23)
where the last equation is a relation for the area bivector E`(v) ∧ E`′(v) of each triangle f . For example, given a
triangle f shared by te4 and te5 in a 4-simplex σv. one has
∗[Ee1e2(v) ∧ Ee2e3(v)] = V4(v) [Ue4(v) ∧ Ue5(v)] (3.24)
where ∗[E1 ∧ E2] ≡ εIJKLEK1 EL2 .
3.2 Discrete Boundary Geometry
All the above discussions are considering the discrete geometry in the bulk of the triangulation, where all the co-
frame vectors E`(v) and frame vectors Ue(v) are located at internal vertices v. Now we consider a triangulation with
boundary, where the boundary is a simplical complex ∂K built by tetrahedra triangulating a boundary 3-manifold.
On the boundary ∂K, each triangle is shared by precisely two boundary tetrahedra. This triangle is dual to a unique
boundary link l, connecting the centers of the two boundary tetrahedra sharing the triangle. We denote this triangle
fl. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of the whole triangulation K, there is a unique face dual to the triangle
fl, where two edges e0, e1 of this dual face are dual to the two boundary tetrahedra te0 , te1 sharing fl. This dual face
intersects the boundary uniquely by the link l2. Thus we denote this dual face also by fl because of the one-to-one
correspondence of the duality for K. See FIG.1 for an example of a face dual to a boundary triangle.
The end-points s(l), t(l) of the boundary link l are centers of the tetrahedra te0 , te1 respectively. For each edge
` of the tetrahedron tei (i = 0, 1), we associate a spatial vector E`(ei) at the center of tei , satisfying the following
requirement:
• Given the time-like unit vector uI = (1, 0, 0, 0), all the vectors E`(ei) (i = 0, 1) are orthogonal to uI , i.e.
uIE
I
` (ei) = 0 ∀ ` ∈ tei . (3.25)
2If the dual face intersects the boundary by more than one link, then it means that the triangle fl is shared by more than two tetrahedra,
which is impossible for a 3-dimensional triangulation.
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Figure 1. The face dual to a boundary triangle fl shared by two tetrahedra te0 , te1 .
• If we reverse the orientation of `, then
E−`(ei) = −E`(ei) ∀ ` ∈ tei . (3.26)
• For all triangle f of the boundary tetrahedron tei with edge `1, `2, `3, the vectors E`(ei) close, i.e.
E`1(ei) + E`2(ei) + E`3(ei) = 0. (3.27)
• There is a internal vertex vi as one of the end-points of the dual edge ei (i = 0, 1), i.e. the boundary tetrahedron
tei belongs to the boundary of the 4-simplex σvi . Then we require that
ηIJE
I
`1(ei)E
J
`2(ei) = ηIJE
I
`1(vi)E
J
`2(vi) ∀ `1, `2 ∈ tei . (3.28)
The set of EI` (ei) (i = 0, 1) at the center of tei satisfying the above requirements is called a boundary (3-dimensional)
co-frame at the center of tei (at the node s(l)). The discrete metric
g`1`2(ei) := ηIJE
I
`1(ei)E
J
`2(ei) (3.29)
is the induced metric on the boundary ∂K.
Consider a boundary tetrahedron tei belonging to a 4-simplex σvi , then the edge ei dual to tei connects to a bound-
ary node (the center of tei). We choose 3 linearly independent co-frame vectors E`1(ei), E`2(ei), E`3(ei) at the center
of tei associated with 3 edges `1, `2, `3, and also choose 3 linearly independent co-frame vectors E`1(vi), E`2(vi), E`3(vi)
at the vertex vi associated with the same set of edges. Given a unit vector Uˆ(vi) orthogonal to E`1(vi), E`2(vi), E`3(vi)
such that
sgn det
(
E`1(vi), E`2(vi), E`3(vi), Uˆ(vi)
)
= sgn det
(
E`1(ei), E`2(ei), E`3(ei), u
)
(3.30)
by the requirement Eq.(3.28), there exist a unique SO(1,3) matrix Ωei such that
(Ωei)
I
JE
J
`j (ei) = E
I
`j (vi) (Ωei)
I
Ju
J = Uˆ I(vi). (3.31)
Thus Ωei is identify as the spin connection compatible with E`(vi), E`(ei).
Consider a dual face bounded by a boundary link l (see, e.g. FIG.1), by using the defining requirement of the
co-frames in the bulk and on the boundary, i.e. Eqs.(3.6) and (3.28), we have
ηIJE
I
`j (e0)E
J
`k
(e0) = ηIJE
I
`j (e1)E
J
`k
(e1) (3.32)
where `j , `k are two of the three edges of the triangle fl dual to the face. Therefore we obtain the shape-matching
condition between the triangle geometries of fl viewed in the frame of te0 and te1 . More precisely, there exists an
SO(3) matrix gˆl such that for all the three `’s forming the boundary of the triangle fl
(gˆl)
I
JE
J
` (e0) = E
I
` (e1) (3.33)
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by the fact that both E`(e0) and E`(e1) are orthogonal to u
I = (1, 0, 0, 0).
Now we consider a single boundary tetrahedron te dual to an edge e connecting to the boundary. Since all the
boundary co-frame vectors E`(e) at the center of te are orthogonal to the time-like unit vector u
I = (1, 0, 0, 0), we
now only consider the 3-dimensional spatial subspace orthogonal to uI = (1, 0, 0, 0). We further assume the boundary
tetrahedral geometry is nondegenerate, i.e. the (oriented) 3-volume of the tetrahedron
V3(e) = det
(
E`1(e), E`2(e), E`3(e)
)
(3.34)
is nonvanishing, where `1, `2, `3 are the three edges of te connecting to a vertex p of te. Since there are 4 vertices of te
and an edge ` is determined by its end-points pi, pj , we denote E`(e) by Epipj (e). Choose a vertex p1 and construct
the nondegenerate 3× 3 matrix (
Ep2p1(e), Ep3p1(e), Ep4p1(e)
)
(3.35)
we construct is inverse (
np2(e), np3(e), np4(e)
)t
(3.36)
with npi(e) ·Epjp1(e) = δij . Repeat the same construction for all the other 3 verices p2, p3, p4, we obtain four 3-vector
npi(e) such that
npi(e) · Epjpk(e) = δij − δik. (3.37)
From this relation, one can verify that: (i) The 3-vector npi(e) is orthogonal to the triangle (pj , pk, pl) spanned by
Epjpk(e), Epjpl(e), Eplpk(e) with i 6= j, k, l. Therefore we denote np(e) by nef where f is the triangle determined by
the 3 vertices other than p. (ii) the four nef satisfy the closure condition
4∑
f=1
nef = 0. (3.38)
We call the set of nef a 3-dimensional frame at the center of te. Explicitly, the vector nef is given by
nef = V3(e)
−1E`1(e)× E`2(e) or np1(e) = V3(e)−1Ep2p3(e)× Ep3p4(e) (3.39)
The norm |nef | = 2Af/|V3(e)| is proportional to the area of the triangle Af = 12 |E`1(e)× E`2(e)|.
4 Geometric Interpretation of Nondegenerate Critical Configuration
4.1 Classical Geometry from Spinfoam Critical Configuration
Now we come back to the discussion of the critical point of spinfoam amplitude. The purpose of this section is to
make a relation between the solution of the critical point equations Eqs.(2.35), (2.36), and (2.37) and a (Lorentzian)
discrete geometry described in Section 3.
Given a spinfoam configuration (jf , gev, ξef , zvf ) that solves the critical point equations, let’s recall Proposition 2.1
and consider a triangle f shared by two tetrahedra te and te′ of a 4-simplex σv. In Eq.(2.56), there are the simplicity
conditions NeI (v) ∗XIJef (v) = 0 and Ne
′
I (v) ∗XIJe′f (v) = 0 from the viewpoint of the two tetrahedra te and te′ . The two
simplicity conditions implie that there exists two 4-vectors M Ief (v) and M
I
ef (v) such that Xef (v) = Ne(v) ∧Mef (v)
and Xe′f (v) = Ne′(v)∧Me′f (v). However we have in Eq.(2.56) the gluing condition Xef (v) = Xe′f (v) = Xf (v), which
implies that Ne′(v) belongs to the plane spanned by Ne(v),Mef (v), i.e. Ne′(v) = aefMef (v) + befNe(v). If we assume
the following nondegeneracy condition3:
5∏
e1,e2,e3,e4=1
det
(
Ne1(v), Ne2(v), Ne3(v), Ne4(v)
)
6= 0 (4.1)
3Note that the nondegenerate here is purely a condition for the group variables gve since Ne(v) = gve(1, 0, 0, 0)t.
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then Ne(v), Ne′(v) cannot be parallel with each other, for all pairs of e, e
′, which excludes the case of vanishing aef in
the above. Denoting αee′ = a
−1
ef , we obtain that Mef (v) = αee′Ne′(v)− αee′befNe(v). Therefore
Xf (v) = αee′(v) [Ne(v) ∧Ne′(v)] (4.2)
for all f shared by te and te′ . Note that within a simplex σv there is a one-to-one correspondence between a pair
of tetrahedra te and te′ and a triangle f shared by them. Thus we can write the bivector Xf (v) ≡ Xee′(v) =
αee′(v) [Ne(v) ∧Ne′(v)].
We label the 5 tetrahedra of σv by tei , i = 1, · · · , 5. Then Eq.(4.2) reads
Xeiej (v) = αij(v)
[
Nei(v) ∧Nej (v)
]
(4.3)
Then the closure condition
∑4
j=1 εeiej (v)Xeiej (v) = 0
4 gives that ∀ i = 1, · · · , 5
0 =
4∑
j=1
εeiej (v)αij(v)
[
Nei(v) ∧Nej (v)
]
= Nei(v) ∧
4∑
j=1
εeiej (v)αij(v)Nej (v) (4.4)
which implies that for a choice of diagonal element βii(v),
5∑
j=1
βij(v)Nej (v) = 0 (4.5)
where we denote βij(v) := εeiej (v)αij(v). Here βii(v) must be chosen as nonzero, because if βii(v) = 0, Eq.(4.5) would
reduce to
∑
j 6=i βij(v)Nej (v) = 0, which gives all the coefficients βij(v) = 0 by linearly independence of any four Ne(v)
(from the nondegeneracy Eq.(4.1)).
We consider
0 = βkm(v)
5∑
j=1
βlj(v)Nej (v)− βlm(v)
5∑
j=1
βkj(v)Nej (v) =
∑
j 6=m
[
βkm(v)βlj(v)− βlm(v)βkj(v)
]
Nej (v) (4.6)
Since we assume the nondegeneray condition Eq.(4.1), any four of the five Ne(v) are linearly independent. Thus
βkm(v)βlj(v) = βlm(v)βkj(v) (4.7)
Let us pick one j0 for each 4-simplex, and ask l = j = j0 we obtain
βkm(v) =
βkj0(v)βmj0(v)
βj0j0(v)
. (4.8)
Therefore we have the factorization of βij(v)
βij(v) = sgn(βj0j0(v))βi(v)βj(v) (4.9)
where βj(v) = βjj0(v)
/√|βj0j0(v)|. We denote sgn(βj0j0(v)) = ε˜(v) which is a constant within a 4-simplex σv. Thus
we have the following expression of the bivector εeiej (v)Xeiej (v)
εeiej (v)Xeiej (v) = ε˜(v)
(
βi(v)Nei(v)
)
∧
(
βj(v)Nej (v)
)
(4.10)
The Eq.(4.5) takes the form
5∑
j=1
βj(v)Nej (v) = 0. (4.11)
4Here εeiej (v) = −εejei (v) and Xeiej (v) = Xejei (v).
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Now we construct the frame vectors Uei(v) for a classical discrete geometry at each vertex v
5:
UeiI (v) := ±
βi(v)N
ei
I (v)√|V4(v)| with V4(v) := det
(
β2(v)N
e2(v), β3(v)N
e2(v), β4(v)N
e2(v), β5(v)N
e2(v)
)
(4.12)
where U Iei(v) are time-like 4-vectors by Eq.(2.53), and any four of the five frame vectors Uei(v) span a 4-dimensional
vector space by the assumption of nondegeneracy. Moreover the frame vectors satisfy the closure condition
5∑
j=1
Uej (v) = 0 (4.13)
and
1
V4(v)
= det
(
Ue2(v), Ue3(v), Ue4(v), Ue5(v)
)
(4.14)
and
εeiej (v)X
eiej
IJ (v) = ε˜(v)|V4(v)|
[
Uei(v) ∧ Uej (v)
]
IJ
= ε(v)V4(v)
[
Uei(v) ∧ Uej (v)
]
IJ
. (4.15)
where ε(v) = ε˜(v)sgn(V4(v)). We emphasize that these frame vectors Ue(v) are constructed from spinfoam configura-
tion (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) that solves the critical point equations. Note that the oriented 4-volume V4(v) in general can be
either positive or negative for different 4-simplices. However for a nondegenerate critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ),
we can always make a subdivision of the triangulation, such that sgn(V4(v)) is a constant within each sub-triangulation.
Fix an edge e1 at the vertex v, we construct the inverse of the nondegenerate matrix
(
Ue2(v), Ue3(v), Ue4(v), Ue5(v)
)t
,
denoted by EIeie1(v) such that
UeiI (v)E
I
eje1(v) = δ
i
j i, j = 2, 3, 4, 5 (4.16)
Explicitly, for example
EIe2e1(v) = V4(v)ε
IJKLUe3J (v)U
e4
K (v)U
e5
L (v) (4.17)
Note that EIeie1(v) is determined only up to a sign from the data Ne(v) since Eq.(4.12). However if we fix e2 instead
of e1, and find the inverse of
(
Ue1(v), Ue3(v), Ue4(v), Ue5(v)
)t
, denoted by EIeie2(v), then
UeiI (v)E
I
eje2(v) = δ
i
j i, j = 1, 3, 4, 5 (4.18)
and
EIe1e2(v) = −V4(v)εIJKLUe3J (v)Ue4K (v)Ue5L (v) (4.19)
where the minus sign comes from V4(v), because from the closure condition
∑5
j=1 Uej (v) = 0
det
(
Ue2(v), Ue3(v), Ue4(v), Ue5(v)
)
= −det
(
Ue1(v), Ue3(v), Ue4(v), Ue5(v)
)
. (4.20)
Therefore we find
EIe1e2(v) = −EIe2e1(v). (4.21)
Then we can fix e3, e4, e5, and do the same manipulation as above, to obtain Eeiej (v) i, j = 1, · · · , 5 such that
UeiI (v)E
I
ejek
(v) = δij − δik and EIeiej (v) = −EIejei(v) (4.22)
5We denote the dual vector NeI by N
e and the vector NIe by Ne, and the same convention holds for Ue and U
e.
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from which we can see that all EIejek(v) are spatial vectors. One can also verify immediately that
UeiI (v)
(
EIejek(v) + E
I
ekel
(v) + EIelej (v)
)
= 0 ∀i = 1, · · · , 5 (4.23)
By the nondegeneracy of UeiI (v), one has
EIejek(v) + E
I
ekel
(v) + EIelej (v) = 0 (4.24)
Comparing Eqs.(4.22) and (4.24) with Eq.(3.8), we see that the collection of Eee′(v) at v is a co-frame at the vertex
v. The bivector Xee′(v) can also be expressed by Eee′(v)
εe4e5(v)X
IJ
e4e5(v) = ε(v) ∗
[
Ee1e2(v) ∧ Ee2e3(v)
]IJ
(4.25)
which will also be denoted by εef (v)X
IJ
f (v) = ε(v) ∗
[
E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)
]IJ
.
The above work are done essentially with in a single 4-simplex σv. Now we consider two neighboring 4-simplices
σv, σv′ while their center v, v
′ are connected by the dual edge e. Since we only consider two simplices, we introduce a
short-hand notation:
U0 := Ue(v) U
′
0 := gvv′Ue(v
′)
Ui := Uei(v) U
′
i := gvv′Ue′i(v
′)
Eij := Eeiej (v) E
′
ij := gvv′Ee′ie′j (v
′) (4.26)
where i, j = 1, · · · , 4 labels the edges connecting to v or v′ other than e, Eij and E′ij are orthogonal to U0 and U ′0
respectively from Eq.(4.22). Here gvv′ = gvegev′ comes from the spinfoam configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) that solves
the critical point equations. From the closure condition of Ue(v) we have
U0 = −
∑
i
Ui and U
′
0 = −
∑
i
U ′i (4.27)
By definition Ne(v) = gveu and Ne(v
′) = gv′eu where u = (1, 0, 0, 0)t, thus Ne(v) = gvv′Ne(v′) with e = (v, v′). Thus
from the definition of Ue(v) in Eq.(4.12), we find
U ′0
|U ′0|
= ε˜
U0
|U0| (4.28)
where ε˜ = ±. On the other hand, from the parallel transportation relation Xf (v) = gvv′Xf (v′)gv′v and εef (v) =
−εef (v′) for e = (v, v′), we have
ε0iX
0i
IJ = εV (U
0 ∧ U i)IJ = −ε′V ′(U ′0 ∧ U ′i)IJ (4.29)
where X0i is the bivector corresponds to the dual face f determined by e, ei, e
′
i, the sign factor ε0i = εef (v), the sign
factors ε and ε′ are short-hand notations of ε(v) and ε(v′) respectively, and
1
V
= det
(
U1, U2, U3, U4
) − 1
V ′
= det
(
U ′1, U ′2, U ′3, U ′4
)
(4.30)
Here the minus sign for 1/V ′ is because the compatible orientations of σv and σv′ are [p0, p1, p2, p3, p4] and−[p0, p1, p2, p3, p4].
Thus we should set ε01234(v) = −ε01234(v′) = 1. Eqs.(4.28) and (4.29) tell us that U0I is proportional to U ′0I and U ′iI
is a linear combination of U iI and U
0
I . Explicitly
U ′iI = −εε′ε˜
|U0|V
|U ′0|V ′
U iI + aiU
0
I (4.31)
where ai are the coefficients such that
∑
i U
′
i = −U ′0. Using this expression of U ′i, we have
− 1
V ′
= det
(
U ′1, U ′2, U ′3, U ′4
)
= det
(
U ′0, U ′1, U ′2, U ′3
)
= ε˜
|U ′0|
|U0|
(
−εε′ε˜ |U0|V|U ′0|V ′
)3
det
(
U0, U1, U2, U3
)
= −εε′
( |U0|V
|U ′0|V ′
)2
1
V ′
(4.32)
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which results in ε = ε′. Therefore ε(v) = ε(v′) = ε is a global sign on the entire triangulation. Now for the bivectors
X0i(v) and X0i(v
′) (Xji(v) = Xij(v) and εij(v) = −εji(v))
ε0i(v)X
0i
IJ(v) = ε
1
2
∑
m,n
εk0imn(v)εIJKLE
K
mk(v)E
L
nk(v)
ε0i(v
′)X0iIJ(v
′) = ε
1
2
∑
m,n
εk0imn(v′)εIJKLEKmk(v
′)ELnk(v
′) (4.33)
Since ε0i(v) = −ε0i(v′) and εkijmn(v) = −εkijmn(v′), we can set ε0i(v)εk0imn(v) = ε0i(v′)εk0imn(v′) = ε0iεk0imn.
Therefore
ε0iX
0i
IJ(v) = ε
1
2
∑
m,n
εk0imnεIJKLE
K
mk(v)E
L
nk(v)
ε0iX
0i
IJ(v
′) = ε
1
2
∑
m,n
εk0imnεIJKLE
K
mk(v
′)ELnk(v
′) (4.34)
Given a triangle f , we can choose E`1(v), E`2(v) (e.g. `1 = (pm, pk) and `2 = (pn, pk) with ε0i = 1 and ε
k0imn = 1)
such that
XIJf (v) = ε ∗
[
E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)
]IJ
and XIJf (v
′) = ε ∗
[
E`1(v
′) ∧ E`2(v′)
]IJ
(4.35)
On the other hand, Eq.(4.32) also implies that |U0|V = ±|U ′0|V ′. Thus we define a sign factor µ := −ε˜|U0|V
/|U ′0|V ′ =
±1 such that from Eq.(4.31)
U ′iI = µU
i
I + aiU
0
I µ = −ε˜ sgn(V V ′) (4.36)
Therefore we obtain the relation between Eij and E
′
ij (using εjklm0(v
′) = −εjklm0(v))
E′Ijk = V
′εjklm(v′)εIJKL U ′lJ U
′m
K U
′0
L = −ε˜
|U ′0|
|U0|µ
2V ′εjklm(v)εIJKL U lJ U
m
K U
0
L = µ
3V εjklm(v)ε
IJKL U lJ U
m
K U
0
L
= µEIjk (4.37)
which means that for all tetrahedron edge ` of the tetrahedron te dual to e = (v, v
′), the co-frame vectors E`(v) and
E`(v
′) at neighboring vertices v and v′ are related by parallel transportation up to a sign µe, i.e.
µeE`(v) = gvv′E`(v
′) ∀ ` ⊂ te (4.38)
This relation shows that the vectors E`(v) (constructed from spinfoam critical point configuration) satisfy the metricity
condition Eq.(3.6). Therefore the collection of co-frame vectors E`(v) at different vertices consistently forms a discrete
co-frame of the whole triangulation. At the critical configuration, we define an SO(1,3) matrix Ωvv′ relating gvv′ (in
the Spin-1 representation) by the sign µe, i.e.
gvv′ = µeΩvv′ (4.39)
By Lemma 3.1 and Definition 3.2, the SO(1,3) matrix Ωvv′ is a discrete spin connection compatible with the co-frame
if sgn(V4(v)) = sgn(V4(v
′)).
If sgn(V4(v)) = sgn(V4(v
′)), µe = −ε˜ sgn(V4(v)V4(v′)) = −ε˜. Thus from Eq.(4.28),
U ′0
|U ′0|
= −µe U0|U0| (4.40)
the tetrahedron normal Ue(v)/|Ue(v)| is always opposite to ΩeUe(v′)/|Ue(v′)| when sgn(V4(v)) = sgn(V4(v′)).
Since in Spin-1 representation gvv ∈ SO+(1, 3) and Ω ∈ SO(1, 3), µe = −1 corresponds the case that Ωvv′ ∈
SO−(1, 3). It means that in the case of µe = −1 if we choose the unit vectors Uˆ(v), Uˆ(v′) orthogonal to E`(v), E`(v)
(` ⊂ te) such that
sgn det
(
E`1(v), E`2(v), E`3(v), Uˆ(v)
)
= sgn det
(
E`1(v
′), E`2(v
′), E`3(v
′), Uˆ(v′)
)
(4.41)
then one of Uˆ(v), Uˆ(v′) is future-pointing and the other is past-pointing.
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4.2 Boundary Data for Spinfoam Critical Configuration
Given a spinfoam configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) that solves critical point equations. The boundary data of the
spinfoam amplitude is given by the boundary spins and the normalized spinors (jf , ξef ) for the boundary triangles f .
Eq.(2.43) naturally associates a bivector Xef to each pair (jf , ξef ) for each (e, f). From Eq.(2.47),
XIJef = 2γjf [nˆef ∧ u] (4.42)
The spatial 3-vectors jf nˆef satisfy the critical point equation Eq.(2.37)∑
f
εef jf nˆef = 0 (4.43)
where v is the vertex connecting to the edge e. We define V3(e) such that
det
(
εef2jf2 nˆef2 , εef3jf3 nˆef3 , εef4jf4 nˆef4
)
= sgn(V3(e)) |V3(e)|2 (4.44)
We rescale each vector εef jf nˆef by
nef :=
εefγjf nˆef
|V3(e)| then
∑
f
nef = 0 and det
(
nef2 , nef3 , nef4
)
=
1
V3(e)
. (4.45)
We assume the nondegeneracy of the boundary data, i.e. any three of the four vectors nef span the 3-dimensional
spatial subspace, in another word, the following product of determinants is nonvanishing
4∏
f1,f2,f3=1
det (nef1 , nef2 , nef3) 6= 0. (4.46)
The nondegeneracy of the tetrahedron Eq.(4.46) is implied by the nondegeneracy condition in the bulk Eq.(4.1).
The reason is the following: By the parallel transportation relation Xf (v) = gveXefgev and Xef = 2γjf nˆef ∧ u, the
bivector Xf (v) is then given by Xf (v) = Vef (v)∧Ne(v), where Ne(v) = gveu and Vef (v) := 2γjfgvenˆef is orthogonal to
Ne(v). For f the triangle shared by te and tei (i = 1, · · · , 4), we know that Xf (v) = αeie(v)Nei(v)∧Ne(v). Therefore
the vector Vef (v) is a linear combination of Nei and Ne. The nondegeneracy condition Eq.(4.1) in 4-dimensions implies
the 4 unit vectors, say Ne and any 3 out of 4 vectors Nei , are linear independent and span a 4-dimensional vector space.
Thus any 3 out of the 4 vectors Vef (v) must be linear independent and span a 3-dimensional subspace orthogonal to
Ne(v). Then Eq.(4.46) is a result from parallel transporting Vef (v) back to the center of te.
We now denote nef ≡ np1(e), where the triangle f is determined by (p2, p3, p4). Now we construct the spa-
tial 3-vectors Ep1p2(e), such that the matrix
(
Ep2p1(e), Ep3p1(e), Ep4p1(e)
)
is the inverse of
(
np2(e), np3(e), np4(e)
)t
.
Therefore we have
npi(e) · Epjpk(e) = δij − δik (4.47)
The 3-vectors Epipj (e) are associated to the edges ` = (pi, pj) of the tetrahedron te, so it can be denoted by E`(e).
Note that E`(e) is determined up to an overall rescaling, since the set of nef is defined up to an overall scaling α ∈ R.
In the following we are going to show that the vectors E`(e) are co-frame vectors on the boundary.
First of all, Eqs.(3.25), (3.26) and (3.28) can be verified immediately from Eq.(4.47). Since
(
Ep2p1(e), Ep3p1(e), Ep4p1(e)
)
is the inverse of
(
np2(e), np3(e), np4(e)
)t
, we have
det
(
Ep2p1(e), Ep3p1(e), Ep4p1(e)
)
= V3(e) (4.48)
we also have
εefγjf nˆpj (e) = |V3(e)|npj (e) = ε(e)V3(e)npj (e) = ε(e)
1
2
∑
k,l
εijklEpkpi(e)× Eplpi(e) (4.49)
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where we have define a sign factor ε(e) = sgn(V3(e)). Equivalently for the bivector Xef , there exists E`1(e), E`2(e)
such that
XIJef = 2γjf [nˆef ∧ u]IJ = ε(e) ∗
[
E`1(e) ∧ E`2(e)
]IJ
. (4.50)
Consider a internal vertex v which connected by the edge e, we introduce the short-hand notation:
Eij := Epipj (e) E
′
ij := gevEpipj (v) ε(e) := ε
′ nˆj := nˆpj (e) (4.51)
Since Xf (v) = gveXefgev, for each triangle determined by (pi, pj , pk)
ε′
1
2
∑
k,l
εijkl ∗Eki ∧ Eli = ε1
2
∑
k,l
εijkl ∗E′ki ∧ E′li = 2εefγjf [nˆj ∧ u] (4.52)
We also have Ne(v) = gveu. So E
′
ij is orthogonal to u
I = (1, 0, 0, 0) since E`(v) (` ⊂ te) orthogonal to Ne(v). Thus
ε′V nj = 2εefγjf nˆj = ε
1
2
∑
k,l
εijklE
′
ki × E′li (4.53)
which implies that the 3× 3 matrix given by E′ki (with i fixed) is the inverse of the matrix given by nj , j 6= i, up to
an overall constant, i.e.
ni · E′jk = εε′
V ′3
V3
(δij − δik) (4.54)
we have used the short-hand notation
V3 = V3(e) = det
(
E21(e), E31(e), E41(e)
)
V ′3 = V
′
3(e) = det
(
E′21(e), E
′
31(e), E
′
41(e)
)
(4.55)
Comparing Eq.(4.54) and Eq.(4.47) we determine that Ejk is proportional to E
′
jk:
E′jk = εε
′V
′
3
V3
Ejk. (4.56)
since the matrix given by ni has unique inverse. Insert this relation back into Eq.(4.52), we obtain that
ε
(
V ′3
V3
)2
= ε′ (4.57)
which tell us that
ε′ = ε and
∣∣∣∣V ′3V3
∣∣∣∣ = 1 (4.58)
As a result we find the relations
XIJef = ε ∗
[
E`1(e) ∧ E`2(e)
]IJ
and µeE`(e) = gevE`(v) ∀ ` ⊂ te (4.59)
where ε = ±1 is the global sign factor of the whole triangulation, and µe = sgn(V3)sgn(V ′3) = ±1. From the second
relation above, we obtain the metricity condition Eq.(3.28). Therefore we confirm that E`(e) is a boundary co-frame
constructed from spinfoam critical configuration. The group element gev equals to the spin connection Ωev up to a
sign, i.e.
gev = µeΩev. (4.60)
Since ε is a global sign of the entire triangulation and ε = sgn(V3(e)) on the boundary, then prior to the construc-
tion, one has to choose a consistent orientation of the boundary triangulation such that sgn(V3(e)) = sgn(V3(e
′)) for
each pair of tetrahedra te, te′ .
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By the following relations (we choose the orientation of the 4-simplex σv = [p0, p1, p2, p3, p4]):
V3 = εIJKE
I
21E
J
31E
K
41 V
′
3 = εIJKE
′I
21E
′J
31E
′K
41 (gevU
0)I =
−1
V4
εIJKLE
′I
21E
′J
31E
′K
41 (4.61)
we obtain that
V ′3 = −V4U0I (gveu)I = −V4U0IN I0 , where u = (1, 0, 0, 0)t (4.62)
Then for an edge e connecting to the boundary
µe = −ε sgn(V4(v))sgn(U0I (v)N I0 (v)) (4.63)
which implies that if we choose ε = sgn(V3(e)) = +1 globally on the boundary, and if V4(v) > 0, µe = +1 when U0(v)
is future-pointing and µe = −1 when U0(v) is past-pointing, while N0(v) = gveu is always future-pointing.
Lemma 4.1. Given f either an internal face or a boundary face, the product
∏
e⊂∂f µe doesn’t change when Ue(v)
flips sign for any 4-simplex σv, recall that the five normals Ue(v) at σv are defined up to a overall sign. Therefore the
product
∏
e⊂∂f µe is determined by the spinfoam critical configuration.
Proof: For a internal edge e = (v, v′), we have
µe = −ε˜esgn
(
V4(v)V4(v
′)
)
= sgn
(
U Ie (v)(gvv′Ue)
I(v′)
)
sgn
(
V4(v)V4(v
′)
)
(4.64)
where we recall that ε˜eUe(v)/|Ue(v)| = gvv′Ue(v′)/|Ue(v′)|. Combine with Eq.(4.63), it is easy to see that if we flip
simultaneously the sign of all the five Ue(v) at any σv (v ∈ ∂f), the product
∏
e⊂∂f µe doesn’t change, for f either an
internal face or a boundary face. 
We recall FIG.1, where the triangle fl is shared by two boundary tetrahedra te0 , te1 . Because of Eq.(4.59), we
parallel transport three co-frame vectors E`(e0) corresponding to the three edges of the triangle fl,
(
∏
e
µe)E`(e1) = Gfl(e1, e0)E`(e0) ∀ ` ⊂ fl (4.65)
where Gfl(e1, e0) :=
←−∏
ege is a product of the edge holonomy ge over all the internal edges e of the dual face fl.
Therefore the triangle formed by the three E`(e0) (` ⊂ fl) matches in shape with the triangle formed by E`(e1)
(` ⊂ fl). Since both E`(e0) and E`(e1) are orthogonal to the unit time-like vector u = (1, 0, 0, 0). There exists an
O(3) matrix gˆl such that
gˆlE`(e0) = E`(e1) and gˆlnˆe0fl = nˆe1fl (4.66)
These relations give the restrictions of the boundary data for the spinfoam amplitude. We call the boundary condition
given by Eq.(4.66) the (nondegenerate) Regge boundary condition. The above analysis shows that the spinfoam
boundary data must satisfy the Regge boundary condition in order to have nondegenerate solutions of the critical
point equations Eqs.(2.35), (2.36), (2.37).
4.3 Summary
Now we summarize the results in this section as a theorem:
Theorem 4.2. (Construction of Classical Geometry from Spinfoam Critical Configuration)
• Given the data (jf , gev, ξef , zvf ) be a nondegenerate spinfoam configuration that solves the critical point equations
Eqs.(2.35), (2.36), and (2.37), there exists a discrete classical Lorentzian geometry onM, represented by a set of
spatial co-frame vectors E`(v) satisfying Eqs.(3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) in the bulk, and E`(e) satisfying Eqs.(3.25),
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(3.26), (3.27) and (3.28) on the boundary, such that the bivectors Xf (v) and Xef in Proposition 2.1 is written
by
XIJf (v) = ε ∗
[
E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)
]IJ
, XIJef = ε ∗
[
E`1(e) ∧ E`2(e)
]IJ
(4.67)
where `1, `2 are edges of the triangle f . The above equation is a relation between the spinfoam data Xf (v), Xef and
a classical geometric data E`(v). Such a relation is determined up to a global sign ε on the whole triangulation.
Moreover the above co-frame is unique up to inversion E` 7→ −E` at each v or te. With the co-frame vectors
E`(v), E`(e), we can construct a discrete metric g`1`2(v), g`1`2(e) in the bulk and on the boundary
g`1`2(v) = ηIJE
I
`1(v)E
J
`2(v) g`1`2(e) = ηIJE
I
`1(e)E
J
`2(e). (4.68)
• The norm of the bivector |Xf (v)| = |E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)| = 2γjf . Thus γjf is understood as the area of the triangle
f6.
• If the triangulation has boundary, one has to choose a consistent orientation of the boundary triangulation such
that sgn(V3(e)) = sgn(V3(e
′)) for each pair of tetrahedra te, te′ (recall Eq.(4.44)). Then the global sign ε is
specified by the orientation of the boundary, i.e. ε = sgn(V3(e)).
• Equivalently the bivectors in the bulk can be expressed by the frame Ue(v) associated with E`(v)
XIJf (v) = ε V4(v)
[
Ue(v) ∧ Ue′(v)
]IJ
(4.69)
where e, e′ are the dual edges of the dual face f , and V4(v)−1 is the determinant of the matrix defined by the
frame co-vectors UeiI (v), i = 2, 3, 4, 5, i.e.
1
V4(v)
= det
(
Ue2(v), Ue3(v), Ue4(v), Ue5(v)
)
. (4.70)
For the bivector on the boundary, from Eq.(2.47)
XIJef = 2γj [nˆef ∧ u]IJ (4.71)
where u = (1, 0, 0, 0) and jnˆef is the oriented area of the boundary triangle.
• Given a dual edge e, for all tetrahedron edge ` of the tetrahedron te dual to e = (v, v′), the associated co-frame
vectors E`(v) and E`(v
′) at neighboring vertices v and v′ are related by parallel transportation up to a sign µe,
i.e.
µeE`(v) = gvv′E`(v
′) ∀ ` ⊂ te (4.72)
If the dual edge e connects the boundary, we have similarly
µeE`(v) = gveE`(e) ∀ ` ⊂ te. (4.73)
We define the SO(1,3) matrices Ωvv′ ,Ωve by
Ωvv′ = µegvv′ Ωve = µegve. (4.74)
The simplicial complex K can be subdivided into sub-complexes K1, · · · ,Kn such that (1) each Ki is a simplicial
complex with boundary, (2) within each sub-complex Ki, sgn(V4(v)) is a constant. Then within each sub-complex
Ki, the SO(1,3) matrices Ωvv′ ,Ωve are the discrete spin connection compatible with the co-frame E`(v) and
E`(v
′).
6|E1 ∧ E2|2 = 12 (EI1EJ2 −EJ1 EI2 )(E1IE2J−E1JE2I ) = |E1|2|E2|2(1−cos2 θ) = (2Af )2 where E1 ·E2 = |E1||E2| cos θ. |E1 ∧ E2| corresponds
to the area of a parallelogram (two times the area of the triangle) determined by E1 and E2.
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• Given the boundary triangles f and boundary tetrahedra te, in order to have nondegenerate solutions of the critical
point equations Eqs.(2.35), (2.36), (2.37), the spinfoam boundary data (jf , ξef ) must satisfy the (nondegenerate)
Regge boundary condition: (1) For each boundary tetrahedron te and its triangles f , (jf , ξef ) determines 4
triangle normals nˆef that spans a 3-dimensional spatial subspace. (2) Given the tetrahedra te0 , te1 sharing the
triangle f , the triangle normals nˆe0f and nˆe1f are related by an O(3) matrix gl (l the link dual to f on the
boundary)
gˆlnˆe0f = nˆe1f . (4.75)
(3) The boundary triangulation is consistently oriented such that the orientation sgn(V3(e)) (recall Eq.(4.44)) is
a constant on the boundary. If the Regge boundary condition is satisfied, there are nondegenerate solutions of the
critical point equations, and the solutions implies the shape-matching of the triangle f shared by the tetrahedra
te0 and te1 . If the Regge boundary condition is not satisfied, there is no nondegenerate critical configuration.
5 Spinfoam Amplitude at Nondegenerate Critical Configuration
Given a nondegenerate critical configuration (jf , gev, ξef , zvf ), the previous discussions show us that we can construct
a discrete classical geometry from the critical configuration. Moreover we can make a subdivision of the triangulation
into sub-triangulations K1, · · · ,Kn, such that (1) each Ki is a simplicial complex with boundary, (2) within each sub-
complex Ki, sgn(V4(v)) is a constant. To study the spinfoam (partial-)amplitude Aj(K) at a nondegenerate critical
configuration, we only need to study the amplitude Aj(Ki) on the sub-triangulation Ki where sgn(V4(v)) is a constant.
Then the behavior of Aj(K) can be expressed as a product
Aj(K)
∣∣∣
critical
=
∏
i
Aj(Ki)
∣∣∣
critical
(5.1)
Therefore in the following analysis of this section we always assume the triangulation has a boundary and sgn(V4) is
a constant on the triangulation.
5.1 Internal Faces
We have shown previously that the action S of the spinfoam amplitude can be written as a sum S =
∑
f Sf . We first
consider the internal faces whose edges are not contained in the boundary of the triangulation. Each internal “face
action” Sf evaluated at the critical point defined by Eqs.(2.35), (2.36), and (2.37) takes the form
Sf = 2iγjf
∑
v∈∂f
ln
||Zve′f ||
||Zvef || − 2ijf
∑
v∈∂f
φeve′ = −2ijf
γ ∑
v∈∂f
θeve′ +
∑
v∈∂f
φeve′
 (5.2)
where we have denoted
||Zvef ||
||Zve′f || := e
θeve′ (5.3)
Recall Eqs.(2.35) and (2.36), and consider the following successive actions on ξef of ge′vgve around the entire boundary
of the face f
←−−∏
v∈∂f
ge′vgveJξef = e
−∑v θeve′−i∑v φeve′Jξef
←−−∏
v∈∂f
ge′vgveξef = e
∑
v θeve′+i
∑
v φeve′ ξef (5.4)
Thus ξef is a eign-vector of the loop holonomy
←−∏
v∈∂fge′vgve. Since ξef , Jξef are normalized spinors and 〈Jξef , ξef 〉 = 0,
thus we represent them by
ξef =
(
1
0
)
and Jξef =
(
0
1
)
(5.5)
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We express this loop holonomy by an arbitrary SL(2,C) matrix
Gf (e) :=
←−−∏
v∈∂f
ge′vgve =
(
a b
c d
)
(5.6)
Thus the eigenvalue equations for arbitrary complex number α(
a b
c d
)(
1
0
)
= eα
(
1
0
)
and
(
a b
c d
)(
0
1
)
= e−α
(
0
1
)
(5.7)
implies that (
a b
c d
)
=
(
eα 0
0 e−α
)
= eα~σ·zˆ (5.8)
By rotating zˆ to the unit 3-vector nˆef , we obtain a representation-independent expression of the loop holonomy Gf (e)
Gf (e) = exp
∑
v∈∂f
(θeve′ + iφeve′)~σ · nˆef
 . (5.9)
which is an exponential map from Lie algebra variable7.
Consider the following identity: for any complex number α and unit vector nˆ,
tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · nˆ) eα~σ·nˆ
]
= eα (5.10)
which can be proved by the identities of Pauli matrices: (~σ · nˆ)2k = 12×2 and (~σ · nˆ)2k+1 = ~σ · nˆ. Using this identity,
we have
ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · nˆef )Gf (e)
]
=
∑
v∈∂f
θeve′ + i
∑
v∈∂f
φeve′
ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · nˆef )G†f (e)
]
=
∑
v∈∂f
θeve′ − i
∑
v∈∂f
φeve′ (5.11)
where we use the fact that ~σ are Hermitian matrices. Insert these into the expression of the face action Sf
Sf = −ijfγ
{
ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · nˆef )Gf (e)
]
+ ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · nˆef )G†f (e)
]}
−jf
{
ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · nˆef )Gf (e)
]
− ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · nˆef )G†f (e)
]}
= −(iγ + 1)jf ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · nˆef )Gf (e)
]
− (iγ − 1)jf ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · nˆef )G†f (e)
]
(5.12)
We define the following variables by making a parallel transport to a vertex v
Xˆf (v) := gve~σ · nˆefgev Xˆ†f (v) := g†ev~σ · nˆefg†ve
Gf (v) := gveGf (e)gev G
†
f (v) := g
†
evGf (e)g
†
ve (5.13)
where one can see that Xˆf (v) is related to the bivector in Proposition 2.1 by Xˆf (v) = Xf (v)/γjf . In terms of these
new variables at the vertex v, the face action is written as
Sf = −(iγ + 1)jf ln tr
[
1
2
(
1 + Xˆf (v)
)
Gf (e)
]
− (iγ − 1)jf ln tr
[
1
2
(
1 + Xˆ†f (v)
)
G†f (e)
]
(5.14)
7Note that not all the elements in SL(2,C) can be written in an exponential form, because of the noncompactness.
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According to Theorem 4.2, at the critical point, the bivector Xˆf (v) is written as
Xˆf (v) = 2ε
∗E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)
| ∗ E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)|
(5.15)
and the spinfoam edge holonomy gvv′ equals to the spin connection Ωvv′ up to a sign µe = e
ipine , i.e.
gvv′ = e
ipineΩvv′ . (5.16)
The spinfoam loop holonomy (in its Spin-1 representation) at the critical point satisfies
Gf (v)E`(v) = e
ipi
∑
e⊂f neE`(v) = cos
(
pi
∑
e⊂f
ne
)
E`(v) (5.17)
We pick out a E`(v) as one of the edge of the triangle dual to f and construct E`′(v) as a linear combination of the
edge vectors E`1(v), E`2(v) and orthogonal to E`(v). We normalize E`(v), E`′(v) and represented them by
Eˆ`(v) =

0
0
1
0
 and Eˆ`′(v) =

0
0
0
1
 (5.18)
We have shown that the loop holonomy Gf (v) can be written as an exponential form, i.e. Gf (v) = e
Yf (v). If we
represent Yf (v) by a 4× 4 matrix, from Eq.(5.17), Yf (v) must be given by
Yf (v) =

D11 D12 0 0
D21 D22 0 0
0 0 0 −pi∑e ne
0 0 pi
∑
e ne 0
 (5.19)
where Dij is a pure boost leaving the 2-plane spaned by E`(v), E`′(v) invariant. Then the spin-1 representation of the
loop holonomy Gf (v) can be expressed as
Gf (v) = exp
 ∗E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)
| ∗ E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)|
ϑf +
E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)
|E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)|
pi
∑
e⊂f
ne

= eε
1
2ϑf Xˆf (v)+
1
2pi
∑
e⊂f ne∗Xˆf (v) (5.20)
where ϑf is an arbitrary number. Since the duality map ∗ = i in the spin-12 representation, thus
Gf (v) = e
ε 12ϑf Xˆf (v)+i
1
2pi
∑
e⊂f neXˆf (v) (5.21)
in the spin-12 representation, where Gf (v) ∈ SL(2,C).
We now determine the physical meaning of the parameter ϑf . sgn(V4(v)) is a constant on the triangulation for
the oriented 4-volumes of the 4-simplices. By the relation between spinfoam variable gvv′ and the spin connection:
gvv′ = µeΩvv′ , we have for the spin connection
Ωf (v) = e
ipi
∑
e neGf (v) = e
ipi
∑
e nee
∗E`1 (v)∧E`2 (v)
|∗E`1 (v)∧E`2 (v)|
ϑf+
E`1
(v)∧E`2 (v)
|E`1 (v)∧E`2 (v)|
pi
∑
e ne ∈ SO(1, 3) (5.22)
We consider a discretization of classical Einstein-Hilbert action
∫
R
√−gd4x: For each dual face f
tr
[∫
∆f
sgn det(eIµ) ∗[e ∧ e]
∫
f
R
]
' sgn(V4)1
2
tr
[
∗
(
E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)
)
ln Ωboostf (v)
]
= sgn(V4)Afϑf (5.23)
This formula should be understood by ignoring the higher order correction in the continuum limit. Here we use ∆f to
denote the triangle dual to f . eIµ is a co-tetrad in the continuum. R is the local curvature from the sl2C-valued local spin
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connection compatible with eIµ. Only the pure boost part Ω
boost
f (v) = e
∗E`1 (v)∧E`2 (v)
|∗E`1 (v)∧E`2 (v)|
ϑf
of the spin connection Ωf (v)
contributes the curvature R in the discrete context. When eipi
∑
e ne = −1, the factor eipi
∑
e nee
E`1
(v)∧E`2 (v)
|E`1 (v)∧E`2 (v)|
pi
∑
e ne
flips the overall sign of the reference frame at v and rotates pi on the 2-plane spanned by E`1(v), E`2(v). It serves for
the case that the time-orientation of the reference frame is flipped by Ωf , while the triangle spanned by E`1(v), E`2(v)
is kept unchange. Such an operation doesn’t change the quantity8
tr
[∫
∆f
sgn det(eIµ) ∗[e ∧ e]
∫
f
R
]
(5.24)
Af =
1
2 | ∗ E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)| is the area of the triangle dual to f . Compare Eq.(5.23) with the Regge action of discrete
GR, we identify that sgn(V4)ϑf is the deficit angle Θf of f responsible to the curvature R from the spin connection
(see also [24]).
Θf = sgn(V4)ϑf (5.25)
where we keep in mind that sgn(V4) is a constant sign on the (sub-)triangulation.
Insert the expression of Gf (v) into Eq.(5.14), we obtain for a internal face f
Sf = − (iγ + 1)
2
jf
εsgn(V4)Θf + ipi∑
e⊂f
ne
− (iγ − 1)
2
jf
εsgn(V4)Θf − ipi∑
e⊂f
ne

= −i ε sgn(V4) γjfΘf − ipijf
∑
e⊂f
ne (5.26)
where we have used again the relations of Pauli matrices (~σ · nˆ)2k = 12×2 and (~σ · nˆ)2k+1 = ~σ · nˆ, as well as the following
relation
tr
(
Xˆf (v) · · · Xˆf (v)
)
= tr
(
gve~σ · nˆefgev · · · gve~σ · nˆefgev
)
= tr
(
~σ · nˆef · · ·~σ · nˆef
)
. (5.27)
Finally we sum over all the internal faces and construct the total internal action Sint =
∑
f internal Sf
Sinternal = −i ε sgn(V4)
∑
f internal
γjfΘf − ipi
∑
f internal
jf
∑
e∈∂f
ne. (5.28)
where γjf is understood as the area of the triangle f , and
∑
f γjfΘf is the Regge action for discrete GR.
5.2 Boundary Faces
Let’s consider a face f dual to a boundary triangle (see FIG.1). The corresponding face action Sf reads
Sf = 2iγjf
∑
v
ln
||Zve′f ||
||Zvef || − 2ijf
∑
v
φeve′ = −2ijf
(
γ
∑
v
θeve′ +
∑
v
φeve′
)
(5.29)
where the sum is over all the internal verices v around the face f , and we have also used the notation ||Zvef ||/||Zve′f || :=
eθeve′ .
On the boundary of the face f , there are at least two edges connecting to the nodes on the boundary of the
triangulation. We suppose there is an edge e0 of the face f connecting a boundary node, associated with a boundary
spinor ξe0f . Recall Eqs.(2.35) and (2.36), and consider the following successive action on ξe0f of ge′vgve along the
8Ωf (v) ∈ SO−(1, 3) comes from an oriented but time-unoriented orthonormal frame boundle, where the co-tetrad eIµ can flip sign.
However, the local spin connection ΓIJα = e
I
µ∇αeµJ doesn’t change as eIµ 7→ −eIµ and coincides with the spin connection on the oriented
and time-oriented orthonormal frame bundle. The same holds also for the curvature R from the spin connection.
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boundary of the face f , until reaching another edge e1 connecting to another boundary node. We denote by pe1e0 the
path from e0 to e1
ge1v′gv′e′ · · · gevgve0Jξe0f = Jξe1f exp
− ∑
v∈pe1e0
θeve′ − i
∑
v∈pe1e0
φeve′

ge1v′gv′e′ · · · gevgve0ξe0f = ξe1f exp
 ∑
v∈pe1e0
θeve′ + i
∑
v∈pe1e0
φeve′
 (5.30)
We denote the holonomy along the path pe1e0 by
Gf (e1, e0) := ge1v′gv′e′ · · · gevgve0 (5.31)
and construct a SU(2) matrix from the normalized spinor ξ by
g(ξ) = (ξ, Jξ) ∈ SU(2) (5.32)
If we denote by
α =
∑
v∈pe1e0
θeve′ + i
∑
v∈pe1e0
φeve′ (5.33)
Eq.(5.30) can be expressed as a matrix equation
Gf (e1, e0) g(ξe0f ) = g(ξe1f )
(
eα 0
0 e−α
)
(5.34)
Therefore Gf (e1, e0) can be solved immediately
Gf (e1, e0) = g(ξe1f ) e
∑
v(θeve′+iφeve′ )~σ·zˆ g(ξe0f )
−1 (5.35)
We again employ the identity Eq.(5.10) to obtain
ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · zˆ) g(ξe1f )−1Gf (e1, e0)g(ξe0f )
]
=
∑
v
(θeve′ + iφeve′)
ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · zˆ) g(ξe0f )−1G†f (e1, e0)g(ξe1f )
]
=
∑
v
(θeve′ − iφeve′) (5.36)
Insert these relations into the face action Sf
Sf = −(iγ + 1)jf ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · zˆ) g(ξe1f )−1Gf (e1, e0)g(ξe0f )
]
−(iγ − 1)jf ln tr
[
1
2
(1 + ~σ · zˆ) g(ξe0f )−1G†f (e1, e0)g(ξe1f )
]
(5.37)
Recall that at the critical configuration Gf (e1, e0) coincides with the spin connection Ωf (e1, e0) up to a sign. Given
the co-frame vectors E`(e0) and E`(e1) with ` the edges of the triangle f .
(
∏
e
µe)E`(e1) = Gf (e1, e0)E`(e0) ∀ ` ⊂ f
Gf (e1, e0) = (
∏
e
µe)Ωf (e1, e0) (5.38)
where the product
∏
e is over all the edges along the path pe1e0 .
Here we are going to give an explicit expression for Gf (e1, e0) from Eq.(5.38). We first define three new vectors
E˜`(ei) for the three `’s of the triangle f
E˜`(ei) = gˆ(ξeif )
−1E`(ei) i = 0, 1 (5.39)
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where gˆ(ξeif ) is the spin-1 representation of g(ξeif ) ∈ SU(2). Thus
gˆ(ξe1f )
−1Gf (e1, e0)gˆ(ξe0f )E˜`(e0) = (
∏
e
µe)E˜`(e1) (5.40)
The co-frame vectors E`(e) of a triangle f is orthogonal to nˆef , which is given by nˆef = gˆ(ξef )zˆ. Thus the triangles
formed by E˜`(ei) (i = 0, 1) are both on the 2-plane (the xy-plane) orthogonal to u = (1, 0, 0, 0) and zˆ = (0, 0, 0, 1),
then they are related by a rotation eζfJ3 on the xy-plane
E˜`(e1) = e
ζfJ3E˜`(e0) ∀ ` ⊂ f. (5.41)
Therefore gˆ(ξe1f )
−1Gf (e1, e0)gˆ(ξe0f ) is the above rotation plus a pure boost along the z-direction and a rotation taking
care the sign factor
∏
e µe, both of which leaves the vector on xy-plane invariant. Hence
Gf (e1, e0) = gˆ(ξe1f )e
ϑBf K3epi
∑
e neJ3eζfJ3 gˆ(ξe0f )
−1 (5.42)
where ϑBf is an arbitrary number. The rotation e
ζfJ3 corresponds to a gauge transformation in the context of twisted
geometry [25]. Here we can always absorb eζfJ3 into one of gˆ(ξeif ), which leads to a redefinition of the boundary data
ξeif . Such a redefinition doesn’t change the triangle normal nˆef thus doesn’t change the bivector Xef . Then all the
above analysis about constructing discrete geometry is unaffected. The boundary data after this redefinition is the
Regge boundary data employed in [13]. With this setting, we obtain
Gf (e1, e0) = gˆ(ξe1f )e
ϑBf K3epi
∑
e neJ3 gˆ(ξe0f )
−1. (5.43)
for an explicit expression of Gf (e1, e0), and
E˜`(e0) = E˜`(e1) = E˜` (5.44)
for the edges of triangle `. The three vectors E˜` determines the triangle geometry of f in the frame at f . From
Eq.(5.38), we obtain the spin connection compatible with the co-frame
Ωf (e1, e0) = e
ipi
∑
e ne gˆ(ξe1f )e
ϑBf K3epi
∑
e neJ3 gˆ(ξe0f )
−1. (5.45)
When eipi
∑
e ne = 1, the spin connection Ωf (e1, e0) ∈ SO+(1, 3), and when eipi
∑
e ne = −1, Ωf (e1, e0) ∈ SO−(1, 3).
We now determine the physical meaning of the parameter ϑBf in the expression of Gf (e1, e0). It is related to the
dihedral angle ΘBf of the two boundary tetrahedra te0 , te1 at the triangle f sheared by them. The two tetrahedra
te0 , te1 belongs to different 4-simplicies σv0 , σv1 , while the curvature from spin connection between σv0 , σv1 are given
by the pure boost part of Ωf (v1, v0) along the internal edges of the face f . This curvature is responsible to the dihedral
angle between te0 , te1 . The dihedral boost between the normals of te0 , te1 at the triangle f is given by the pure boost
part of
gˆ(ξe1f )
−1Ωf (e1, e0)gˆ(ξe0f ) = e
ipi
∑
e neeϑ
B
f K3epi
∑
e neJ3 (5.46)
The above transformation leaves the triangle geometry E˜` invariant in both case of e
ipi
∑
e ne = ±1. We consider the
unit normal of the tetrahedron te0 (viewed in its own frame) u
I = (1, 0, 0, 0)t, parallel transported by Gf (e1, e0) (from
the frame of te0 to the frame of te1)
Gf (e1, e0)
I
Ju
J = eϑ
B
f K3u = (coshϑBf , 0, 0, sinhϑ
B
f )
t (5.47)
Contract this equation with the unit normal uI = (1, 0, 0, 0)t viewed in the frame of te1 , we obtain that for the dihedral
angle ΘBf
cosh ΘBf = −uIGf (e1, e0)IJuJ = coshϑBf (5.48)
which implies that ΘBf = ±ϑBf . By a generalization of the analysis in [13], we can conclude that
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Lemma 5.1. The dihedral angle ΘBf at the triangle f relates to the parameter ϑ
B
f by
ΘBf = ε sgn(V4)ϑ
B
f (5.49)
Proof: In the tetrahedra te0 and te1 , both pairs of the vectors E`1(e0), E`2(e0) and E`1(e1), E`2(e1) are orthogonal
to u = (1, 0, 0, 0)t. Thus at the vertex v, both E`1(v) and E`2(v) are orthogonal to
Fe0(v) = Gf (v, e0)B u Fe1(v) = Gf (v, e1)B u (5.50)
Thus both Fe0(v) and Fe1(v) are future-pointing since Gf (v, e) ∈ SL(2,C). Eq.(5.48) implies that∣∣ηIJF Ie0(v)F Je1(v)∣∣ = cosh ΘBf . (5.51)
We define a dihedral boost from the dihedral angle ΘBf by
D(e1, e0) = exp
[
|ΘBf |
Fe0(v) ∧ Fe1(v)
|Fe0(v) ∧ Fe1(v)|
]
= exp
[
ΘBf
Ue(v) ∧ Ue′(v)
|Ue(v) ∧ Ue′(v)|
]
(5.52)
where we have chosen the sign of the dihedral angle such that [13]
If
Fe1(v) ∧ Fe0(v)
|Fe1(v) ∧ Fe0(v)|
=
Ue(v) ∧ Ue′(v)
|Ue(v) ∧ Ue′(v)| : |Θ
B
f | = −ΘBf
If
Fe1(v) ∧ Fe0(v)
|Fe1(v) ∧ Fe0(v)|
= − Ue(v) ∧ Ue′(v)|Ue(v) ∧ Ue′(v)| : |Θ
B
f | = ΘBf (5.53)
with V4(v)Ue(v) ∧ Ue′(v) = Gf (v, e0)B ∗E`1(e0) ∧ E`2(e0).
On the other hand, the boost generator K3 can be related to the bivector X
IJ
ef = 2γjf (nˆef ∧ u)IJ
K3 = −zˆ ∧ u = −g(ξef )−1 ⊗ g(ξef )−1(nˆef ∧ u) = −g(ξef )−1 ⊗ g(ξef )−1 1
2γj
Xef (5.54)
At the critical configuration the bivector Xef is given by Eq.(4.67), which results in that
K3 = −εg(ξef )−1 ⊗ g(ξef )−1 ∗E`1(e) ∧ E`2(e)|E`1(e) ∧ E`2(e)|
= −ε∗E˜`1 ∧ E˜`2|E˜`1 ∧ E˜`2 |
(5.55)
where
∗E˜`1∧E˜`2
|E˜`1∧E˜`2 |
is the (unit) bivector corresponding to the triangule f . Therefore for the bivector at the vertex v
Ue(v) ∧ Ue′(v)
|Ue(v) ∧ Ue′(v)| = sgn(V4)Gf (v, e0)B
∗E`1(e0) ∧ E`2(e0)
|E`1(e0) ∧ E`2(e0)|
= −sgn(V4) ε Gf (v, e0)g(ξe0f )K3g(ξe0f )−1Gf (v, e0)−1 (5.56)
Then we obtain the following expression of D(e1, e0):
D(e1, e0) = Gf (v, e0)g(ξe0f )e
−ε sgn(V4)ΘBf K3g(ξe0f )
−1Gf (v, e0)−1. (5.57)
One can check that D(e1, e0) gives a dihedral boost from Fe0(v) to Fe1(v), i.e.
D(e1, e0)Fe0(v) = Fe1(v) (5.58)
If we represent the vector Fe(v) by the 2× 2 matrix Fe = F Ie σI , we have Fe(v) = Gf (v, e)Gf (v, e)†, Eq.(5.58) can be
expressed as
D(e1, e0)Gf (v, e0)Gf (v, e0)
†D(e1, e0)† = Gf (v, e1)Gf (v, e1)† (5.59)
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By using Eq.(5.57), we obtain that (J†3 = −J3)
Gf (v, e0)g(ξe0f )e
−2ε sgn(V4)ΘBf K3g(ξe0f )
†Gf (v, e0)† = Gf (v, e1)Gf (v, e1)† (5.60)
From the expression Eq.(5.43) of Gf (e1, e0) = Gf (v, e1)
−1Gf (v, e0) in terms of ϑBf , we obtain
Gf (e0, e1)Gf (e0, e1)
† = gˆ(ξe0f )e
−2ϑBf K3 gˆ(ξe0f )
−1 (5.61)
Combining Eqs.(5.60) and (5.61), we obtain
e−2ε sgn(V4)Θ
B
f K3 = e−2ϑ
B
f K3 (5.62)
which results in
ϑBf = ε sgn(V4)Θ
B
f . (5.63)

The Eq.(5.43) is now related to the dihedral angle ΘBf
gˆ(ξe1f )
−1Gf (e1, e0)gˆ(ξe0f ) = e
ε sgn(V4)Θ
B
f K3epi
∑
e neJ3 . (5.64)
Recall that in Spin- 12 representation
~J = i2~σ and
~K = 12~σ, thus in Spin-
1
2 representation:
g(ξe1f )
−1Gf (e1, e0)g(ξe0f ) = e
1
2 ε sgn(V4)Θ
B
f σ3e
i
2pi
∑
e neσ3 (5.65)
Insert this relation back into Eq.(5.37),
Sf = − (iγ + 1)
2
jf
ε sgn(V4)ΘBf + ipi ∑
e⊂pe1e0
ne
− (iγ − 1)
2
jf
ε sgn(V4)ΘBf − ipi ∑
e⊂pe1e0
ne

= −iε sgn(V4)γjfΘBf − ijfpi
∑
e⊂pe1e0
ne (5.66)
Then the total boundary action Sboundary =
∑
boundary f Sf :
Sboundary = −i ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
γjfΘ
B
f − ipi
∑
boundary f
jf
∑
e⊂pe1e0
ne. (5.67)
5.3 Spinfoam Amplitude at Nondegenerate Critical Configuration
In this subsection we summarize our result and give spinfoam amplitude at a general nondegenerate critical configu-
ration. First of all, we say a spin configuration jf is Regge-like, if with jf on each face the critical point equations
Eqs.(2.35), (2.36), and (2.37) have nondegenerate solution (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ). For a non-Regge-like spin configuration
jf , the critical point equations have no nondegenerate solutions.
Given a Regge-like spin configuration jf and find a solution (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) of the critical point equations, we
construct the following variables as in Section 4:
• A co-frame E`(v), E`(e) of the triangulation (bulk and boundary) can be constructed from the solution (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ),
unique up to a simultaneously sign flipping E` → −E` within a 4-simplex, such that the Regge-like spin config-
uration jf satisfies
2γjf = |E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)| . (5.68)
From the co-frame we can construct a unique discrete metric on the whole triangulation (bulk and boundary)
g`1`2(v) = ηIJE
I
`1(v)E
J
`2(v) g`1`2(e) = ηIJE
I
`1(e)E
J
`2(e). (5.69)
So γjf is the triangle area from the discrete metric g`1`2
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• For each dual edge e we specify a sign factor µe = eipine that equals 1 or −1 with ne equals 0 or 1, such that
the spinfoam group element gvv′ (in the Spin-1 representation) is related to an SO(1,3) matrix Ωvv′ by this sign
factor, i.e.
gvv′ = e
ipineΩvv′ (5.70)
where Ωvv′ is compatible with the co-frame E`(v), i.e.
(Ωvv′)
I
JE
J
` (v
′) = EI` (v) (5.71)
If sgn(V4(v)) = sgn(V4(v
′)), Ωvv′ is the unique discrete spin connection compatible with the co-frame. In addition,
we note that each µe is not invariant under the sign flipping E` → −E`, but the product
∏
e⊂∂f µe is invariant
for any (internal or boundary) face f (see Lemma.4.1).
• There is a global sign factor ε that equals 1 or −1, to relate the bivectors Xf (v) in the bulk and Xef on the
boundary to the co-frame:
XIJf (v) = ε ∗
[
E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)
]IJ
, XIJef = ε ∗
[
E`1(e) ∧ E`2(e)
]IJ
. (5.72)
If the triangulation K has boundary, the global sign factor ε = ±1 is specified by the orientation of the boundary
triangulation, i.e. ε = sgn(V3) for the boundary tetrahedra.
Therefore a nondegenerate solution (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) of the spinfoam critical point equations specifies uniquely a set
of variables (g`1`2 , ne, ε), which include a discrete metric and two types of sign factors.
The previous analysis shows that, given a general critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ), we can divide the trian-
gulation K into sub-triangulations K1, · · · ,Kn, where each of the sub-triangulations is a triangulation with boundary,
with a constant sgn(V4(v)). On each of the sub-triangulation Ki, the spinfoam action S evaluated at (jf , gve, ξef , zvf )Ki
is a function of the variables (g`1`2 , ne, ε) and behaves mainly as a Regge action:
S(g`1`2 , ne, ε)
∣∣
Ki = Sinternal(g`1`2 , ne, ε) + Sboundary(g`1`2 , ne, ε)
= −i ε sgn(V4)
∑
internal f
γjfΘf − ipi
∑
internal f
jf
∑
e⊂∂f
ne
−i ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
γjfΘ
B
f − ipi
∑
boundary f
jf
∑
e⊂∂f
ne
= −i ε sgn(V4)
∑
internal f
γjfΘf − i ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
γjfΘ
B
f − ipi
∑
e
ne
∑
f⊂te
jf (5.73)
where we note that the areas γjf , deficit angles Θf , and dihedral angles Θ
B
f are uniquely determined by the discrete
metric g`1`2 . Moreover for each tetrahedron t, the sum of face spins
∑
f⊂t jf is an integer. If the spins jf are integers,∑
f⊂t jf then is an even integer, so e
−ipi∑e ne∑f⊂te jf = 1 so the second term in the above formula doesn’t contribute
the exponential eλSint . For half-integer spins, e−ipi
∑
e ne
∑
f⊂te jf = ±1 gives an overall sign factor. Therefore in general
at a nondegenerate spinfoam configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) that solves the critical point equations,
eλS
∣∣
Ki = ± expλ
−i ε sgn(V4) ∑
internal f
γjfΘf − i ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
γjfΘ
B
f
 . (5.74)
There exists two ways to make the overall sign factor disappear: (1) only consider integer spins jf , or (2) modify the
embedding from SU(2) unitary irreps to SL(2,C) unitary irreps by jf 7→ (pf , kf ) := (2γjf , 2jf ), then the spinfoam
action S is replaced by 2S. In these two cases the exponential eλS at the critical configuration is independent of the
variable ne.
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On the triangulation K = ∪ni=1Ki, eλS is given by a product over all the sub-triangulations:
eλS =
n∏
i=1
eλS
∣∣
Ki
=
n∏
i=1
expλ
−i ε sgn(V4) ∑
internal f
γjfΘf − i ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
γjfΘ
B
f − ipi
∑
e
ne
∑
f⊂te
jf

Ki
(5.75)
Suppose the oriented 4-volumes are different between two sub-triangulation Ki and Kj sharing a boundary, the
spinfoam amplitude at this critical configuration exhibits a transition between two different spacetime regions with
different spacetime orientation. The spacetime orientation is not continuous on the boundary between Ki and Kj .
We recall the difference between Einstein-Hilbert action and Palatini action
LEH = R ε = sgn det(eIµ) ∗[e ∧ e]IJ ∧RIJ = sgn det(eIµ)LPl (5.76)
where LEH and LPl denote the Lagrangian densities of Einstein-Hilbert action and Palatini action respectively, and
ε is a chosen volume form compatible with the metric gµν = ηIJe
I
µe
J
ν . Since the Regge action is a discretization of the
Einstein-Hilbert action, we may consider the resulting action
− i ε
n∑
i=1
sgn(V4) ∑
internal f
γjfΘf + sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
γjfΘ
B
f

Ki
(5.77)
as a discretized Palatini action with on-shell connection, where the on-shell connection means that the discrete con-
nection is the spin connection compatible with the co-frame.
According to the properties of Regge geometry, given a collection of Regge-like areas γjf , the discrete metric
g`1`2(v) is uniquely determined at each vertex v. Furthermore since the areas γjf are Regge-like, There exists a
discrete metric g`1`2 in the entire bulk of the triangulation, such that the neighboring 4-simplicies are consistently
glued together, as we constructed previously. This discrete metric g`1`2 is obviously unique by the uniqueness of
g`1`2(v) at each vertex. Therefore given the partial-amplitude Ajf (K) in Eq.(2.13) with a specified Regge-like jf , all
the critical configurations (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) of Ajf (K) corresponds to the same discrete metric g`1`2 , provided a Regge
boundary data. The critical configurations from the same Regge-like jf is classified in the next section.
As a result, given a Regge-like spin configurations jf and a Regge boundary data, the partial amplitude Ajf (K)
has the following asymptotics
Ajf (K)
∣∣
Nondeg
∼
∑
xc
a(xc)
(
2pi
λ
) r(xc)
2 −N(v,f) eiIndH
′(xc)√|detrH ′(xc)|
[
1 + o
(
1
λ
)]
×
× exp−iλ
n(xc)∑
i=1
ε sgn(V4) ∑
internal f
γjfΘf + ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
γjfΘ
B
f + pi
∑
e
ne
∑
f⊂te
jf

Ki(xc)
(5.78)
where xc ≡ (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) labels the nondegenerate critical configurations, r(xc) is the rank of the Hessian matrix
at xc, and N(v, f) is the number of the pair (v, f) with v ∈ ∂f (recall Eq.(2.13), there is a factor of dim(jf ) for each
pair of (v, f)). a(xc) is the evaluation of the integration measures at xc, which doesn’t scale with λ. Here Θf and Θ
B
f
only depend on the metric g`1`2 , which is uniquely determined by the Regge-like spin configuration jf and the Regge
boundary data. Note that different critical configurations xc may have different subdivisions of the triangulation into
sub-triangulations K1(xc), · · · ,Kn(xc)(xc).
6 Parity Inversion
We consider a tetrahedron te associated with spins jf1 , · · · , jf4 , we know that the set of four spinors ξef1 , · · · , ξef4 ,
modulo diagonal SU(2) gauge transformation, is equivalent to the shape of the tetrahedron, if the closure condition
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is satisfied [26]. Given a nondegenerate critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ), as we discussed previously, the Regge-
like spin configuration jf determines a discrete metric g`1`2 , which determines the shape of all the tetrahedra in the
triangulation. At the critical configuration the closure condition of tetrahedron is always satisfied, so the spinors
ξef1 , · · · , ξef4 for each tetrahedron are determined by the Regge-like spins jf , up to a diagonal SU(2) action on the
spinors ξef1 , · · · , ξef4 , which is a gauge transformation of the spinfoam action9. Therefore the gauge equivalence class
of the critical configurations (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) with the same Regge-like spins jf must have the same set of spinors ξef .
Thus with a given Regge-like spin configuration jf , the degrees of freedom of the nondegenerate critical configurations
are the variables gve and zvf . The degrees of freedom of gve and zvf are factorized into the 4-simplices. Given the
Regge-like spins jf and spinors ξef , within each 4-simplex, the solutions of gve and zvf from critical point equations
are completely classified in [13], which are the two solutions related by a parity transformation.
Given a nondegenerate critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ), it generates many other critical configurations
(jf , g˜ve, ξef , z˜vf ) which are the solutions of the critical point equations Eqs.(2.35), (2.36), and (2.37). In at least one
simplex or some 4-simplices σ˜v
g˜ve = JgveJ
−1 = (g†ve)
−1 and
||Z˜ve′f ||
||Z˜vef ||
=
||Zvef ||
||Zve′f || (6.1)
while in the other 4-simplices g˜ve = gve and z˜vf = zvf . In [13], such a solution-generating map gve 7→ g˜ve and
zvf 7→ z˜vf is called a parity, because Ne(v) = gve B (1, 0, 0, 0)t and N˜e(v) = g˜ve B (1, 0, 0, 0)t are different by a parity
inversion. The parity inversion between Ne(v) and N˜e(v) can be shown by using the Hermitian matrix representation
of the vectors V = V 01 + V jσj , thus
N˜e(v) = g˜veg˜
†
ve = Jgvfg
†
vfJ
−1 = JNe(v)J−1 = N0e (v)1−N je (v)σj (6.2)
since J~σJ−1 = −~σ. We denote the parity inversion in (R4, ηIJ) by P = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) then we have N˜e(v) =
PNe(v) in the simplices σ˜v where g˜ve 6= gve.
Within a single 4-simplex there are in total 2 parity-related solutions of (gve, zvf ) in the nondegenereate case [13].
Therefore in a general simplicial complex with N simplices, given a Regge-like spin configuration jf , there are in total
2N nondegenerate critical configurations (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) that solve the critical point equations. Any two critical
configurations are related by the parity transformation in one 4-simplex or many 4-simplices.
We define the bivectors X˜f (v) = g˜ve ⊗ g˜ve BXef within the 4-simplices σ˜v, where
XIJef = 2γjf [nˆef ∧ u] u = (1, 0, 0, 0)t (6.3)
Consider the Hermitian matrix representation of nˆef , the action g˜ve B nˆef is given by (note that J2 = −1)
g˜ve(nˆef · ~σ)g˜†ve = JgveJ−1(nˆef · ~σ)Jg†veJ−1 = −Jgve(nˆef · ~σ)g†veJ−1 = −Pgve(nˆef · ~σ)g†ve (6.4)
while we have shown g˜ve B u = P (gve B u), thus we obtain that
X˜f (v) = −(P⊗P)Xf (v) (6.5)
Recall the construction in Section 4 and Eq.(4.2)
Xf (v) = αee′(v)Ne(v) ∧Ne′(v) (6.6)
Following the same argument towards Eq.(4.2), we obtain that for the bivectors and normals constructed from g˜ve
X˜f (v) = α˜ee′(v)N˜e(v) ∧ N˜e′(v) ⇒ −(P⊗P)Xf (v) = α˜ee′(v)PNe(v) ∧PNe′(v) (6.7)
9The SU(2) transformation ξef 7→ heξef and gve 7→ gveh−1e (he ∈ SU(2)) is a gauge transformation of the spinfoam action S.
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Then we have the relation
α˜ee′(v) = −αee′(v) and β˜ee′(v) = −βee′(v) (6.8)
where βee′(v) = αee′(v)εee′(v). Following the same procedure as in Section 4, we denote β˜eiej by β˜ij and construct
the closure condition for the 4-simplex σ˜v
5∑
j=1
β˜ij(v)N˜ej (v) = 0 (6.9)
by choosing the nonvanishing diagonal elements β˜ii. Since we have the closure condition
∑5
j=1 βijNej (v) = 0, the parity
inversion N˜e(v) = PNe(v), and β˜ij(v) = −βij(v) for i 6= j, we obtain that the diagonal elements β˜ii(v) = −βii(v).
Furthermore we can show that β˜ij can be factorized in the same way as in Section 4
β˜ij(v) = sgn(β˜j0j0(v))β˜i(v)β˜j(v) β˜j(v) = β˜jj0(v)
/√|β˜j0j0(v)| (6.10)
which results in that
sgn(β˜j0j0(v)) = −sgn(βj0j0(v)) and β˜j(v) = −βj(v) (6.11)
We construct the 4-volume for β˜j(v)N˜ej (v)
V˜4(v) := det
(
β˜2(v)N˜
e2(v), β˜3(v)N˜
e3(v), β˜4(v)N˜
e4(v), β˜5(v)N˜
e5(v)
)
= −V4(v) (6.12)
by the parity inversion. Since in Section.4 we define the sign factor ε(v) = sgn(βj0j0(v))sgn(V4(v)), then we have for
the parity inversion
ε˜(v) = sgn(β˜j0j0(v))sgn(V˜4(v)) = ε(v) (6.13)
Note that one should not confuse the ε˜ here with the ε˜ appeared in section 4. This result shows that the parity
configuration (jf , g˜ve, ξef , z˜vf ) results in an identical global sign factor ε for the bivector (recall the proof of Theorem
4.2).
The fact that the parity flips the sign of the oriented 4-volume, V˜4(v) = −V4(v), has some interesting consequences:
First of all, we mentioned that given a set of Regge-like spins, different nondegenerate critical configurations xc =
(jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) may lead to different subdivisions of the triangulationK into sub-triangulationK1(xc), · · · ,Kn(xc)(xc),
where on each sub-triangulation sgn(V4(v)) is a constant. Now we understand that the difference of the subdivisions
comes from a local parity transformation, which flips the sign of the oriented 4-volume. On the other hand, given a
nondegenerate critical configuration xc = (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ), there exists another nondegenerate critical configuration
x˜c = (jf , g˜ve, ξef , z˜vf ), naturally associated with xc, obtained by a global parity (parity transformation in all simplices)
on the triangulation. The global parity flips the sign of the oriented volume V4(v) everywhere, thus flip the sign of
the spinfoam action at the nondegenerate critical configuration (the deficit angle, dihedral angle, and
∑
e⊂∂f ne are
unchanged under the global parity, which is shown in the following), i.e.10
S(x˜c) = −S(xc) (6.14)
if x˜c and xc are related by a global parity transformation.
Since the frame vectors Ue(v) = ±βe(v)Ne(v)√|V4(v)| are defined up to a sign, the frame U˜e(v) constructed from parity
configuration relates Ue(v) only by a parity inversion
U˜e(v) = PUe(v) (6.15)
10The sign in front of the term ipi
∑
e ne
∑
f⊂te jf is unimportant.
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The same relation holds for the co-frame E˜`(v)
E˜`(v) = PE`(v) (6.16)
from the relation
U˜
ej
I (v)E˜
I
ekel
(v) = δjk − δjl (6.17)
We then obtain the same relation relating the bivector and co-frame/frame as in Theorem 4.2
X˜f (v) = ε V˜4
[
U˜e(v) ∧ U˜e′(v)
]
and X˜f (v) = ε ∗
[
E˜`1(v) ∧ E˜`2(v)
]
(6.18)
which is consistent because of the relations X˜f (v) = −(P ⊗ P)Xf (v), U˜e(v) = PUe(v), E˜`(v) = PE`(v), V˜4(v) =
−V4(v), and εIJKLPIMPJNPKPPLQ = −εMNPQ. Here we emphasize that the sign factor ε for the parity configuration
(jf , g˜ve, ξef , z˜vf ) is the same as the original configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ), thus is consistent with the fact that ε is a
global sign factor on the entire triangulation, i.e. the local/global parity inversion of the critical configuration doesn’t
change the global sign ε.
The local/global parity inversion E˜`(v) = PE`(v) doesn’t change the discrete metric g`1`2(v) = ηIJE
I
`1
(v)EJ`2(v),
so the parity configuration (jf , g˜ve, ξef , z˜vf ) leads to the same discrete metric as (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ), but gives an O(1,3)
gauge transformation (parity inversion) for the co-frame E`(v). The SO(1,3) matrix Ωvv′ ∈ SO(1,3) is uniquely
compatible with the co-frame E`(v) and is a discrete spin connection when sgn(V4(v)) = sgn(V4(v
′)), as it was
shown in Section 3. Given a nondegenerate critical configuration with a subdivision of the triangulation into sub-
triangulations, in each of which sgn(V4(v)) is a constant, we consider a global parity transformation which doesn’t
change the subdivision but flip the signs of sgn(V4(v)) in all sub-triangulations. Given a spin connection Ωvv′ with
σv, σv′ are both in the same sub-triangulation, i.e. sgn(V4(v)) = sgn(V4(v
′)), the spin connection Ω˜vv′ ∈ SO(1,3) after
a parity transformation in both σv, σv′ is given by
Ω˜vv′ = PΩvv′P (6.19)
since Ω˜vv′ is uniquely determined by
Ω˜vv′E˜`(v
′) = E˜`(v) ` ⊂ te, e = (v, v′) (6.20)
On the other hand we can check from
g˜ = JgJ−1 g˜(−~σ)g˜† = PB g~σg† (6.21)
that given a 4-vector V I
g˜P(V IσI)g˜
† = P(gV IσIg†) i.e. g˜PV = PgV in Spin-1 representation (6.22)
Let V = E`(v
′), using gvv′ = µeΩvv′ ,
g˜vv′E˜`(v
′) = g˜vv′PE`(v′) = Pgvv′E`(v′) = µePE`(v) = µeE˜`(v) (6.23)
Therefore we obtain from g˜vv′ = µ˜eΩ˜vv′ that the sign µe is invariant under the parity transformation:
µe = µ˜e (6.24)
when e is a internal edge. In case te is a boundary tetrahedron, the parity transformation changes the co-frame
E`(v) 7→ E˜`(v) = PE`(v) at the vertex v, while leaves the boundary co-frame E`(e) invariant. Therefore the spin
connection Ω˜ve ∈ SO(1,3) is uniquely determined by
Ω˜veE`(e) = E˜`(v) ` ⊂ te, (6.25)
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Before the parity transformation, ΩveE`(e) = E`(v) determines uniquely the spin connection Ωve. Then the relation
between Ω˜ve and Ωve is given by
Ω˜ve = PΩeT where T = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) (6.26)
by the fact that the co-frame vectors E`(e) are orthogonal to (1, 0, 0, 0)
t and both Ω˜e and Ωe belong to SO(1,3).
Here the matrix T is a time-reversal in the Minkowski space, which leaves E`(e) invariant. Given a spatial vector V
I
orthogonal to (1, 0, 0, 0)t
g˜(V iσi)g˜
† = −Pg(V iσi)g† i.e. g˜V = −PgV in Spin-1 representation (6.27)
Let V = E`(e), using gve = µeΩve in Spin-1 representation
g˜veE`(e) = −PgveE`(e) = −µePE`(v) = −µeE˜`(v) (6.28)
Therefore we obtain from g˜veE`(e) = µ˜eE˜`(v) that
µe = −µ˜e (6.29)
for an edge connecting to the boundary. A boundary triangle is shared by exactly two boundary tetrahedra, in the
dual language, a boundary face has exactly two edges connecting to the boundary. Thus the product
∏
e⊂∂f µe is
invariant under the parity transformaiton, i.e. ∏
e⊂∂f
µe =
∏
e⊂∂f
µ˜e (6.30)
for either a boundary face or an internal face. If we write µe = e
ipine and µ˜e = e
ipin˜e , then we have∑
e⊂∂f
ne =
∑
e⊂∂f
n˜e (6.31)
We consider Ω˜f (v) a loop holonomy of the spin connection along the boundary of an internal face f , based at the
vertex v, which is constructed from a global parity configuration (jf , g˜ve, ξef , z˜vf ) with g˜ve 6= gve at all the vertices.
It is different from the original Ωf (v) by
Ω˜f (v) = PΩf (v)P (6.32)
From Eq.(5.22), Ωf (v) can be expressed in terms of the co-frame vectors E`1(v), E`2(v) for the edges `1, `2 of the
triangle f
Ωf (v) = e
ipi
∑
e nee
∗E`1 (v)∧E`2 (v)
|∗E`1 (v)∧E`2 (v)|
sgn(V4)Θf+
E`1
(v)∧E`2 (v)
|E`1 (v)∧E`2 (v)|
pi
∑
e ne
Ω˜f (v) = e
ipi
∑
e n˜ee
∗E˜`1 (v)∧E˜`2 (v)
|∗E˜`1 (v)∧E˜`2 (v)|
sgn(V˜4)Θ˜f+
E˜`1
(v)∧E˜`2 (v)
|E˜`1 (v)∧E˜`2 (v)|
pi
∑
e n˜e
(6.33)
From the previous results sgn(V˜4) = −sgn(V4),
∑
e ne =
∑
e n˜e and the relation P⊗P(∗E1 ∧ E2) = − ∗PE1 ∧PE2,
we obtain that
Θf = Θ˜f (6.34)
which is consistent with the fact that the deficit angle Θf is determined by the metric g`1`2 which is invariant under
the parity transformation.
For the holonomy Ωf (e1, e0) for a boundary face f , under a global parity
Ω˜f (e1, e0) = TΩf (e1, e0)T (6.35)
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Recall Eq.(5.45), we have for both Ω˜f (e1, e0) and Ωf (e1, e0)
gˆ(ξe1f )
−1Ωf (e1, e0)gˆ(ξe0f ) = e
ipi
∑
e neeε sgn(V4)Θ
B
f K3epi
∑
e neJ3
gˆ(ξe1f )
−1Ω˜f (e1, e0)gˆ(ξe0f ) = e
ipi
∑
e n˜eeε sgn(V˜4)Θ˜
B
f K3epi
∑
e n˜eJ3 (6.36)
Since T commutes with gˆ(ξef ) ∈ SU(2) and TK3T = −K3,TJ3T = J3, we obtain that
ΘBf = Θ˜
B
f (6.37)
and consistent with the fact that the dihedral angle ΘBf is determined by the metric g`1`2 which is invariant under the
parity transformation.
Before we come to the next section, we emphasize that given a Regge-like spin configuration jf , there exists
only two nondegenerate critical configurations (jf , g
c
ve, ξef , z
c
vf ) such that the oriented 4-volume has a constant sign
on the triangulation, i.e. sgn(V4(v)) is a constant for all σv. The existence can be shown in the following way:
given a nondegenerate critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ), it determines a subdivision of the triangulation into
sub-triangulations K1, · · · ,Kn, where on each Ki, sgn(V4(v)) is a constant, but sgn(V4(v)) is not a constant for
neighboring Ki and Kj . However we can always make a parity transformation for all the simplices within some sub-
triangulations, to flip the sign of the oriented 4-volume, such that sgn(V4(v)) is a constant on the entire triangulation.
Any two nondegenerate solutions (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) are related by a (local) parity tranformation, which flips the sign of
V4(v) at least locally. There exists two nondegenerate critical configurations (jf , g
c
ve, ξef , z
c
vf ) such that the oriented
4-volume has a constant sign on the entire triangulation, while the two configurations are related by a global parity
transformation. If there was another nondegenerate critical configurations such that the oriented 4-volume has a
constant sign on the entire triangulation, it must relate the existed two configurations by a local parity transformation,
which flips sgn(V4(v)) only locally thus breaks the constancy of sgn(V4(v)).
7 Asymptotics of Degenerate Amplitudes
7.1 Degenerate Critical Configurations
The previous discussions of the critical configuration and asymptotic formula are under the nondegenerate assumption:
5∏
e1,e2,e3,e4=1
det
(
Ne1(v), Ne2(v), Ne3(v), Ne4(v)
)
6= 0 (7.1)
where Ne(v) = gve(1, 0, 0, 0)
t, i.e. any four of the five normal vectors Ne(v) form a linearly independent set and span
the 4-dimensional Minkowski space.
Now we consider a degenerate critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) that solves the critical equations Eqs.(2.35),
(2.36), and (2.37), but violates the above nondegenerate assumption at all vertices on a triangulation (with boundary).
if we assume the nondegeneracy of the tetrahedra, i.e. given a tetrahedron te, the 4 vectors nˆef obtained from
the spinors ξef span a 3-dimensional subspace, then the Lemma 3 in the first reference of [13] shows that within
each 4-simplex, all five normals Ne(v) from the degenerate critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) are parallel and
more precisely Ne(v) = u = (1, 0, 0, 0)
11. By definition Ne(v) = gve(1, 0, 0, 0)
t, we find that all the group variables
gve ∈ SU(2) for a degenerate critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ). For the bivectors ∗Xf (v), they are all orthogonal
to the same unit vector u = (1, 0, 0, 0).
From ∗Xf (v) · u = 0, we can write the bivector Xf (v) = Vf (v) ∧ u for a vector Vf (v) orthogonal to u. The vector
Vf (v) can be determined by the parallel transportation Xf (v) = gveXefgev and Xef = 2γjf nˆef ∧ u, thus
Vf (e) = 2γjf nˆef Vf (v) = 2γjf gvenˆef (7.2)
11Recall that we have fixed gve5 = 1 to make the vertex amplitude finite.
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The above relation doesn’t depend on the choice of e (recall Proposition 2.1). From the closure condition Eq.(2.37),
we have ∑
f⊂te
εef (v)Vf (v) = 0 (7.3)
Therefore a degenerate critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef ) assign uniquely a spatial vector Vf (v)⊥u at the vertex v for
each triangle f , satisfying the closure condition Eq.(7.3). The collection of the vectors Vf (v) is referred as a vector
geometry in [13].
Since gev ∈ SU(2) in the degenerate critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef ), we have immediately ||Zve′f ||||Zvef || = 1. Then
for each face action Sf (internal face or boundary face)
Sf = 2iγjf
∑
v
ln
||Zve′f ||
||Zvef || − 2ijf
∑
v
φeve′ = −2i jf
∑
v
φeve′ (7.4)
In the same way as we did for the nondegenerate amplitude, we make use of Eqs.(2.35) and (2.36), which now take
the following forms
gve (Jξef ) = e
−iφeve′ gve′ (Jξe′f )
gveξef = e
iφeve′ gve′ξe′f (7.5)
First of all, for a internal face f , we again consider the successive actions on ξef of ge′vgve around the entire boundary
of the face f ,
←−−∏
v∈∂f
ge′vgveJξef = e
−i∑v φeve′Jξef
←−−∏
v∈∂f
ge′vgveξef = e
+i
∑
v φeve′ ξef (7.6)
where gve ∈ SU(2). In the same way as we did for the nondegenerate case, the above equations imply that for the
loop holonomy Gf (e) =
←−∏
v∈∂fge′vgve,
Gf (e) = exp
i ∑
v∈∂f
φeve′~σ · nˆef
 . (7.7)
For a boundary face f , again in the same way as we did for the nondegenerate case, we obtain
Gf (e1, e0) = g(ξe1f ) e
i
∑
v φeve′~σ·zˆ g(ξe0f )
−1. (7.8)
We then need to determine the physical interpretation of the angle
∑
v∈∂f φeve′ in different cases.
Recall the degenerate critical equations Eq.(7.5) together with the closure condtion Eq.(2.37), we find they are
essentially the same as the critical equations in [21] for a Euclidean spinfoam amplitude:
g±ve (Jξef ) = e
−iφ±
eve′ g±ve′ (Jξe′f )
g±veξef = e
iφ±
eve′ g±ve′ξe′f
0 =
4∑
f⊂te
εef (v)jf nˆef (7.9)
where the equations for self-dual or anti-self-dual sector are essentially the same, and both of them are the same as
the above degenerate critical equation for Lorentzian amplitude. Therefore given a degenerate critical configuration
(jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) for the Lorentzian amplitude, there exists a critical configuration (jf , g
±
ve, ξef ) for the Euclidean
amplitude in [21], such that gve = g
+
ve. In the following, we classify the degenerate Lorentzian critical configurations
into two type (type A and type B) and discuss the uniqueness of the corresponding Euclidean critical configurations:
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Type-A configuration: A degenerate Lorentzian critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) corresponds to an Euclidean
critical configuration (jf , g
±
ve, ξef ), which is nondegenerate at each 4-simplex σv of the triangulation, i.e. any
four of the five normals Ne(v) = (g
+
ve, g
−
ve) B (1, 0, 0, 0)t span a 4-dimensional vector space. Since the Euclidean
spins jf and spinors ξef are uniquely specified by the Lorentzian configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ), we only need to
consider how many solutions (g+ve, g
−
ve) in Eq.(7.9) if the variables jf and ξef are fixed. It is shown in [13] that
for a 4-simplex σv, there are only two solutions in the nondegenerate case
12
(g+ve, g
−
ve) = (g
1
ve, g
2
ve) and (g
+
ve, g
−
ve) = (g
2
ve, g
1
ve) (7.10)
Then the correspondence gve = g
+
ve fix uniquely a solution (g
+
ve, g
−
ve) for the Euclidean critical configuration
(jf , g
±
ve, ξef ).
Type-A configuration: The degenerate Lorentzian critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) could always correspond
to a degenerate Euclidean critical configuration (jf , g
±
ve, ξef ) with g
+
ve = g
−
ve by (g
+
ve, g
−
ve) = (gve, gve), even the
data jf and ξef can have two nondegenerate solutions as above. Then in this case, we alway make the above
nondegenerate choice as the canonical choice.
Type-B configuration: The data jf and ξef in a degenerate Lorentzian critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) lead
to only one Euclidean solutions (gve, gve) ∈ SO(4) for Eq.(7.9) in each 4-simplex σv. Then the Euclidean
configuration (jf , g
±
ve, ξef ) is degenerate in σv in the sense of [13]. Then obviously the correspondence is unique
by gve 7→ (gve, gve).
7.2 Type-A Degenerate Critical Configuration: Euclidean Geometry
First of all, we consider a type A degenerate Lorentzian critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) on the triangulation
(with boundary). The corresponding Euclidean critical configuration (jf , g
±
ve, ξef ) is nondegenerate everywhere. We
can construct a nondegenerate discrete Euclidean geometry on the triangulation such that (see [21], see also [19])
• An Euclidean co-tetrad E`(v), E`(e) of the triangulation (bulk and boundary) can be constructed from (jf , g±ve, ξef ),
unique up to a sign fliping E` → −E`, such that the spins jf satisfies
2γjf = |E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v)| . (7.11)
From the co-tetrad we can construct a unique discrete metric with Euclidean signature on the whole triangulation
(bulk and boundary)
Eg`1`2(v) = δIJE
I
`1(v)E
J
`2(v)
Eg`1`2(e) = δIJE
I
`1(e)E
J
`2(e). (7.12)
So γjf is the triangle area from the discrete metric
Eg`1`2 .
• For the bivectors in the bulk,
jf (g
+
ve, g
−
ve)(nˆef , nˆef ) = ε ∗E`1(v) ∧ E`2(v) (7.13)
For the bivector on the boundary
jf (nˆef , nˆef ) = ε ∗E`1(e) ∧ E`2(e) (7.14)
where ε is a global sign on the entire triangulation. If the triangulation has boundary, the sign factor ε is specified
by the orientation of the boundary triangulation, i.e. ε = sgn(V3) for the boundary tetrahedra.
12The notion of nondegenercy here is different from the notion in [13]. In the Lemma 4 of the first reference of [13], there are 4 solutions
in a 4-simplex (g1ve, g
2
ve), (g
2
ve, g
1
ve), (g
1
ve, g
1
ve), (g
2
ve, g
2
ve) for the nondegenerate case (in the sense of [13]). However the two solutions
(g1ve, g
1
ve), (g
2
ve, g
2
ve) are degenerate in our notion of degeneracy.
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• The SO(4) group variable (g+e , g−e ) equals to the Euclidean spin connection EΩe compatible with E`(v), up to a
sign µe = e
ipine (ne = 0, 1), i.e.
(g+e , g
−
e ) = µe
EΩe (7.15)
in the Spin-1 representation. Here EΩe ∈ SO(4) is compatible with the co-frame E`(v), E`(e)
(EΩvv′)
I
JE
J
` (v
′) = EI` (v) and (
EΩve)
I
JE
J
` (e) = E
I
` (v) (7.16)
If sgn(V4(v)) = sgn(V4(v
′)), Ωvv′ is the unique discrete spin connection compatible with the co-frame. In addition,
we note that each µe is not invariant under the sign flipping E` → −E`, but the product
∏
e⊂∂f µe is invariant
for any (internal or boundary) face f (see Lemma.4.1).
Therefore in this way, a type-A degnerate Lorentzian critical configuration determines uniquely a triple of (Euclidean)
variables (Eg`1`2 , ne, ε) corresponding to a Euclidean Geometry and two types of sign factors.
Given a nondegenerate Euclidean critical configuration (jf , g
±
ve, ξef ), in the same way as the nondegenerate
Lorentzian critical configuration, it determines a subdivision of the triangulation into sub-triangulations (with bound-
aries) K1, · · · ,Kn, on each of the sub-triangulation, the sign of the oriented 4-volume sgn(V4(v)) is a constant.
Now we discuss the spinfoam amplitude at a Type-A degenerate configuration, while we restrict our attention into
a sub-triangulation Ki where sgn(V4(v)) is a constant. For a internal face f , it is shown in [21] that the loop holonomy
along the boundary of f is given by(
G+f (e), G
−
f (e)
)
=
(
e
i
2 [ε sgn(V4)
EΘf+pi
∑
e ne]~σ·nˆef , e−
i
2 [ε sgn(V4)
EΘf−pi
∑
e ne]~σ·nˆef
)
(7.17)
where EΘf is the deficit angle from the Euclidean spin connection compatible with the metric
Eg`1`2 . By the above
identification gve = g
+
ve between the degenerate Lorentzian critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) and a nondegenerate
Euclidean critical configuration (jf , g
±
ve, ξef ). We obtain that for the degenerate Lorentzian critical configuration, the
loop holonomy Gf (e) = G
+
f (e). Comparing with Eq.(7.7),∑
v∈∂f
φeve′ =
1
2
[
ε sgn(V4)
EΘf + pi
∑
e
ne
]
(7.18)
Therefore the angle
∑
v∈∂f φeve′ has the physical meaning as a deficit angle in a corresponding Euclidean geometry.
Then the face action (as a function of (Eg`1`2 , ne, ε)) reads
Sf (
Eg`1`2 , ne, ε) = −iε sgn(V4) jfEΘf − ipi
∑
e
nejf (7.19)
for a internal face f .
For a boundary face f , we have the path holonomy along its internal boundary pe1e0 is given by(
G+f (e1, e0), G
−
f (e1, e0)
)
=
(
g(ξe1f ) e
i
2 [ε sgn(V4)
EΘBf +pi
∑
e ne]σ3 g(ξe0f )
−1, g(ξe1f ) e
− i2 [ε sgn(V4)EΘBf −pi
∑
e ne]σ3 g(ξe0f )
−1
)
(7.20)
where EΘBf is the dihedral angle (determined by the metric
Eg`1`2) between two boundary tetrahedra te0 , te1 at the
triangle f shared by them. The degenerate Lorentzian critical configuration Gf (e1, e0) is identify with G
+
f (e1, e0) here.
Comparing to Eq.(7.8) we obtain that
∑
v∈pe1e0
φeve′ =
1
2
[
ε sgn(V4)
EΘBf + pi
∑
e
ne
]
(7.21)
Therefore the face action Sf for a boundary face f is given by
Sf (
Eg`1`2 , ne, ε) = −iε sgn(V4) jfEΘBf − ipi
∑
e
nejf . (7.22)
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As a result, at a type-A degenerate critical configuration (restricted to a sub-triangulation Ki), the Lorentzian
spinfoam action S is a function of the variables (Eg`1`2 , ne, ε) and behaves mainly as an Euclidean Regge action:
S(Eg`1`2 , ne, ε)
∣∣∣
Ki
=
∑
f internal
Sf (
Eg`1`2 , ne, ε) +
∑
f boundary
Sf (
Eg`1`2 , ne, ε)
=
−i ε sgn(V4) ∑
internal f
jf
EΘf − i ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
jf
EΘBf − ipi
∑
e
ne
∑
f⊂te
jf

Ki
(7.23)
where we note that the areas γjf , deficit angles
EΘf , and dihedral angles
EΘBf are uniquely determined by the discrete
metric g`1`2 . Moreover for each tetrahedron t, the sum of face spins
∑
f⊂t jf is an integer. For half-integer spins,
e−ipi
∑
e ne
∑
f⊂te jf = ±1 gives an overall sign factor. Therefore in general at a type-A degenerate critical configuration
(jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) for Lorentzian amplitude,
eλS
∣∣∣
Ki
= ± expλ
−i ε sgn(V4) ∑
internal f
jf
EΘf − i ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
jf
EΘBf

Ki
. (7.24)
Again there exists two ways to make the overall sign factor disappear: (1) only consider integer spins jf , or (2) modify
the embedding from SU(2) unitary irreps to SL(2,C) unitary irreps by jf 7→ (pf , kf ) := (2γjf , 2jf ), then the spinfoam
action S is replaced by 2S. In these two cases the exponential eλS at the critical configuration is independent of the
variable ne.
According to the properties of Euclidean Regge geometry, given a collection of (Euclidean) Regge-like areas γjf ,
the discrete Euclidean metric Eg`1`2(v) is uniquely determined at each vertex v. Furthermore since the areas γjf
are Regge-like, There exists a discrete Euclidean metric Eg`1`2 in the entire bulk of the triangulation, such that the
neighboring 4-simplicies are consistently glued together, as we constructed in [21]. This discrete metric Eg`1`2 is
obviously unique by the uniqueness of g`1`2(v). Therefore given the partial-amplitude Ajf (K) in Eq.(2.13) with a
specified Euclidean Regge-like jf , all the degenerate critical configurations (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) of type-A corresponds to
the same discrete Euclidean metric Eg`1`2 , provided a Regge boundary data. Any two type-A critical configurations
(jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) = (jf , g
±
ve, ξef ) with the same jf are related by local or global parity transformation in the Euclidean
theory, see [21], similar to the Lorentzian nondegenerate case.
As a result, given an Euclidean Regge-like spin configurations jf and a Regge boundary data, the degenerate
critical configurations of type-A give the following asymptotics
Ajf (K)
∣∣
Deg-A
∼
∑
xc
a(xc)
(
2pi
λ
) r(xc)
2 −N(v,f) eiIndH
′(xc)√|detrH ′(xc)|
[
1 + o
(
1
λ
)]
×
×
n(xc)∏
i=1
exp−iλ
ε sgn(V4) ∑
internal f
jf
EΘf + ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
jf
EΘBf + pi
∑
e
ne
∑
f⊂te
jf

Ki(xc)
(7.25)
where xc = (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) = (jf , g
±
ve, ξef ) labels the degenerate critical configurations of type-A, r(xc) is the rank of
the Hessian matrix at xc, and N(v, f) is the number of the pair (v, f) with v ∈ ∂f (recall Eq.(2.13), there is a factor
of dim(jf ) for each pair of (v, f)). a(xc) is the evaluation of the integration measures at xc, which doesn’t scale with
λ. Here EΘf and
EΘBf only depend on the Euclidean metric
Eg`1`2 , which is uniquely determined by the Euclidean
Regge-like spin configuration jf and the Regge boundary data.
7.3 Type-B Degenerate Critical Configuration: Vector Geometry
Given a type-B degenerate Lorentzian critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ), the data ξef lead to only one Euclidean
solution (gve, gve) ∈ SU(2)× SU(2) for Eq.(7.9) in each 4-simplex σv. Then the Euclidean configuration (jf , g±ve, ξef )
is degenerate in σv in the sense of [13]. Therefore there is no nondegenerate geometric interpretation of a type-B
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degenerate Lorentzian critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ). It can only be interpreted as a vector geometry in terms
of Vf (v), Vf (e) on the triangulation (bulk and boundary), where all the vectors Vf (v), Vf (e) are orthogonal to the unit
time-like vector u = (1, 0, 0, 0)t, and |Vf (v)| = |Vf (e)| = 2γjf . The vectors Vf (v), Vf (e) are uniquely determined by
jf and ξef by Vf (e) = 2γjf nˆef and Vf (v) = 2γjf gvenˆef , since the group variable gve is uniquely determined by ξef .
We have the parallel transportation using the Spin-1 representation of gve
gvv′ B Vf (v′) = Vf (v) and gve B Vf (e) = Vf (v) (7.26)
for all triangles f in the tetrahedron te (shared by v, v
′ if not a boundary tetrahedron). Then the unique group variables
gvv′ , gve ∈ SU(2) are said to be compatible with the vector geometry Vf (v), Vf (e). Therefore a type-B degenerate
Lorentzian critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef ) determine uniquely a vector geometry Vf (v), Vf (e). Conversely, given a
vector geometry Vf (v), Vf (e), it uniquely determine the SU(2) group variables gve up to a sign e
ipine , due to the 2-to-1
correspondence between SU(2) and SO(3).
Since we have shown from the critical point equations that
Gf (e) = e
i
∑
v φeve′~σ·nˆef Gf (e1, e0) = g(ξe1f ) e
i
∑
v φeve′~σ·zˆ g(ξe0f )
−1, (7.27)
the above SU(2) angle
∑
v φeve′ is determined uniquely by the group variables gve (which is uniquely compatible with
the vector geometry Vf (v), Vf (e) up to a sign e
ipine)∑
v∈∂f
φeve′ =
1
2
Φf + pi
∑
e⊂∂f
ne and
∑
v∈pe1e0
φeve′ =
1
2
ΦBf + pi
∑
e⊂pe1e0
ne (7.28)
respectively for a internal face and a boundary face, where the SO(3) angle Φf is uniquely determined by the vector
geometry Vf only (the factor
1
2 shows the relation between an SU(2) angle and SO(3) angle). Therefore for the face
action (internal face and boundary face)
Sf (Vf , ne) = i jfΦf − 2ipi
∑
e⊂∂f
nejf and Sf (Vf , ne) = i jfΦ
B
f − 2ipi
∑
e⊂∂f
nejf (7.29)
As a result, at a type-B degenerate critical configuration, the Lorentzian spinfoam action S is a function of the
variables (Vf , ne):
S(Vf , ne) = −i
∑
internal f
jfΦf − i
∑
boundary f
jfΦ
B
f − 2pii
∑
e⊂∂f
ne
∑
f⊂te
jf (7.30)
Moreover for each tetrahedron t, the sum of face spins
∑
f⊂t jf is an integer. Therefore in general at a type-B
degenerate critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) for Lorentzian amplitude, e
λS is a function of vector geometry Vf
only:
eλS = expλ
−i ∑
internal f
jfΦf − i
∑
boundary f
jfΦ
B
f
 . (7.31)
where the area γjf =
1
2 |Vf | and the angle Φf is uniquely determined by the vector geometry Vf .
As a result, given an spin configurations jf and a boundary data that admit a vector geometry on the triangulation,
the degenerate critical configurations of type-B give the following asymptotics
Ajf (K)
∣∣
Deg-B
∼
∑
xc
a(xc)
(
2pi
λ
) r(xc)
2 −N(v,f) eiIndH
′(xc)√|detrH ′(xc)|
[
1 + o
(
1
λ
)]
×
× expλ
−i ∑
internal f
jfΦf − i
∑
boundary f
jfΦ
B
f
 (7.32)
where xc ≡ (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) labels the degenerate critical configurations of type-B. Note that if we make a suitable
gauge fixing for the boundary data, we can always set ΦBf = 0 [13].
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8 Transition between Lorentzian, Euclidean and Vector Geometry
All the previous analysis assume that on the entire triangulation, the critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) is one of
the three types: nondegenerate, degenerate of type-A or degenerate of type-B. However they are not the most general
case. In principle one should admit the critical configuration that mixes the three types on the triangulation: Given a
most general critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) that mixes the three types, one can always make a partition of the
triangulation into three regions (maybe disconnected regions) RNondeg,RDeg-A,RDeg-B. Each of the three regions R∗,
∗ = Nondeg,Deg-A,Deg-B is a triangulation with boundary, on which the critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf )R∗ is
of single type ∗ = Nondeg,Deg-A,Deg-B. See FIG.2 for an illustration.
Figure 2. A generic critical configuration with both nondegenerate and degenerate configurations. The critical configuration
is non-degenerate in the white region, thus corresponds to a non-degenerate Lorentzian discrete geometry. The critical config-
uration is degenerate in type-A in the black region, thus corresponds to a non-degenerate Euclidean discrete geometry. The
critical configuration is degenerate in type-B in the blue region, thus corresponds to a vector geometry. All the three regions
are the triangulations with boundaries.
Therefore for a generic spin configuration jf , the asymptotics of the partial amplitude Ajf (K) is given by
Ajf (K) ∼
∑
xc
a(xc)
(
2pi
λ
) r(xc)
2 −N(v,f) eiIndH
′(xc)√|detrH ′(xc)|
[
1 + o
(
1
λ
)]
Ajf (RNondeg)Ajf (RDeg-A)Ajf (RDeg-B) (8.1)
where xc labels the general critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) admitted by the spin configuration jf and boundary
data, and (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) determines the regions R∗, ∗ = Nondeg,Deg-A,Deg-B such that (jf , gve, ξef , zvf )R∗ is of
single type. The amplitudes Ajf (RNondeg),Ajf (RDeg-A),Ajf (RDeg-B) are given respectively by
Ajf (RNondeg) =
n(xc)∏
i=1
exp−iλ
ε sgn(V4) ∑
internal f
γjfΘf + ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
γjfΘ
B
f + pi
∑
e
ne
∑
f⊂te
jf

RNondeg,Ki(xc)
Ajf (RDeg-A) =
n′(xc)∏
j=1
exp−iλ
ε sgn(V4) ∑
internal f
jf
EΘf + ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
jf
EΘBf + pi
∑
e
ne
∑
f⊂te
jf

RDeg-A,K′j(xc)
Ajf (RDeg-B) = exp−iλ
 ∑
internal f
jfΦf +
∑
boundary f
jfΦ
B
f

RDeg-B
(8.2)
As we discussed previously, given a general critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ), the regions RNondeg and RDeg-A
should be respectively divided into sub-triangulations K1, · · · ,Kn(xc) and K′1, · · · ,K′n(xc), such that in each Ki or K′i,
sgn(V4) is a constant.
Interestingly, from Eq.(8.1) we find an transition between a nondegenerate Lorentzian geometry and a nondegen-
erate Euclidean geometry through the boundary shared by RNondeg and RDeg-A. In RNondeg the asymptotics gives a
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Regge action in Lorentzian signature (plus an additional term):
SNondeg = −i ε sgn(V4)
∑
internal f
AfΘf − i ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
AfΘ
B
f −
ipi
γ
∑
e
ne
∑
f⊂te
Af (8.3)
where we set the physical area Af = γjf (in Planck unit). In RDeg-A the asymptotics gives a Euclidean Regge action
divided by the Barbero-Immirzi parameter (plus an additional term)
SDeg-A = − i
γ
ε sgn(V4)
∑
internal f
Af
EΘf − i
γ
ε sgn(V4)
∑
boundary f
Af
EΘBf −
ipi
γ
∑
e
ne
∑
f⊂te
Af (8.4)
In the case of a single simplex, this asymptotics has been presented in [13]. One might expect the transition be-
tween Lorentzian and Euclidean geometry is a quantum tunneling effect. But surprisingly in the large-j regime
eSDeg-A is not damping exponentially but oscillatory. Similarly there is also a transition between a nondegenerate
Lorentzian/Euclidean geometry and a vector geometry through the boundary of RDeg-B, and in the region RDeg-B,
the asymptotics give
SDeg-B = − i
γ
∑
internal f
AfΦf − i
γ
∑
boundary f
AfΦ
B
f (8.5)
Thus eSDeg-B is also oscillatory and gives nontrivial transition in the large-j regime. However there are some specialities
for the phases eSDeg-A , eSDeg-B . These phases oscillates much more violently than the Regge action part in eSNondeg
when the Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ is small, unless EΘf ,
EΘBf ,Φf ,Φ
B
f are all vanishing
13. We expect that when
we take into account the sum over spins jf , the violently oscillating phases e
SDeg-A and eSDeg-B may only have relatively
small contribution to the total amplitude A(K) = ∑j Aj(K), as is suggested by the the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma14.
But surely the nontrivial transition between different types of geometries is a interesting phenomena exhibiting in the
semiclassical analysis of Lorentzian spinfoam amplitude, thus requires further investigation and clarification.
9 Conclusion and Discussion
The present work studies the large-j asymptotics of the Lorentzian EPRL spinfoam amplitude on a 4d simplicial
complex with an arbitrary number of simplices. The asymptotics of the spinfoam amplitude is determined by the
critical configurations of the spinfoam action. Here we show that, given a critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) in
general, there exists a partition of the simplicial complex K into three types of regions RNondeg,RDeg-A,RDeg-B, where
the three regions are simplicial sub-complexes with boundaries. The critical configuration implies different types of
geometries in different types of regions, i.e. (1) the critical configuration restricted intoRNondeg implies a nondegenerate
discrete Lorentzian geometry in RNondeg. (2) the critical configuration restricted into RDeg-A is degenerate of type-A
in our definition of degeneracy, but implies a nondegenerate discrete Euclidean geometry in RDeg-A, (3) the critical
configuration restricted into RDeg-B is degenerate of type-B, and implies a vector geometry in RDeg-B.
With the critical configuration (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ), we further make a subdivision of the regions RNondeg and RDeg-A
into sub-complexes (with boundary) K1(R∗), · · · ,Kn(R∗) (∗=Nondeg,Deg-A) according to their Lorentzian/Euclidean
oriented 4-volume V4(v) of the 4-simplices, such that sgn(V4(v)) is a constant sign on each Ki(R∗). Then in the each
sub-complex Ki(RNondeg) or Ki(RDeg-A), the spinfoam amplitude at the critical configuration gives an exponential
of Regge action in Lorentzian or Euclidean signature respectively. However we should note that the Regge action
13The term ipi
γ
∑
e ne
∑
f⊂te Af in both SNondeg and SDeg-A may need special treatment by imposing the boundary semiclassical state
carefully.
14The Riemann-Lebesgue lemma states that for all complex L1-function f(x) on R,∫ ∞
−∞
f(x)eiαxdx = 0 as α→ ±∞. (8.6)
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reproduced here contains a sign prefactor sgn(V4(v)) related to the oriented 4-volume of the 4-simplices. Therefore
the Regge action reproduced here is actually a discretized Palatini action with on-shell connection.
Finally the asymptotic formula of the spinfoam amplitude is given by a sum of the amplitudes evaluated at all
possible critical configurations, which are the products of the amplitudes associated to different type of geometries.
The present work gives explicitly the critical configurations of the spinfoam amplitude and their geometrical
interpretations. However we didn’t answer the question such as whether or not the nondegenerate critical configurations
are dominating the large-j asymptotic behavior, although we expect the Lorentzian nondegenerate configurations are
dominating when the Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ is small. To answer this question in general requires a detailed
investigation about the rank of the Hessian matrix in general circumstances. In the appendix, we compute the Hessian
matrix of the spinfoam action. However we leave the detailed study about its rank to the future research.
In this work we show that given a Regge-like spin configuration jf on the simplicial complex, the critical con-
figurations (jf , gve, ξef , zvf ) with the Regge-like jf are nondegenerate, and there is a unique critical configuration
(jf , g
c
ve, ξef , z
c
vf ) with the oriented 4-volume V4(v) > 0 (or V4(v) < 0) everywhere. We can regard the critical config-
uration (jf , g
c
ve, ξef , z
c
vf ) with V4(v) > 0 as a classical background geometry, and define the perturbation theory with
the background field method. Thus with the background field method, the n-point functions in spinfoam formulation
should be investigated as a generalization of [27] to the context with arbitrary simplicial complex, which is a research
undergoing.
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10 Appendix A: Hessian Matrix
In this section we compute the Hessian matrix of the spinfoam action
Sf =
∑
v∈f
Svf =
∑
v∈f
(
jf ln
〈ξef , Zvef 〉2 〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉2
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉 + iγjf ln
〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
)
(10.1)
First of all, we compute the double variation δξef δξe′fS, by use δξef = ωef (Jξef )+iηefξef for complex infinitesimal
parameter ωef ∈ C and ηef ∈ R. We see immediately from the variation in Eq.(2.27) that δξef δξe′fS = 0 if e 6= e′.
Then for the double variation δ2ξefS for the same ξef
δ2ξefS = jfδξef
(
2
δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 + 2
δξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
)
= 2jf
(
− δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉〈ξef , Zvef 〉2
+
δ2ξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉
−δξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉 δξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉2
+
δ2ξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
)
(10.2)
where we use the relation for double variation δ(X−1δX) = −X−2(δX)2 + X−1δ2X. We compute the above double
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variation term by term, by using the following relations:
δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 = ω¯ 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉 − iη 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
δξef 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉 = −ω 〈ξef , Zvef 〉+ iη 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉
δ2ξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 = ω¯δξef 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉 − iηδξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
= −ω¯ω 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 − η2 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
δξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉 = ω 〈Zv′ef , Jξef 〉+ iη 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
δξef 〈Zv′ef , Jξef 〉 = −ω¯ 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉 − iη 〈Zv′ef , Jξef 〉
δ2ξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉 = ωδξef 〈Zv′ef , Jξef 〉+ iηδξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
= −ωω¯ 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉 − η2 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
Then each term in the above δ2ξefS can be computed
− δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 δnef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉〈ξef , Zvef 〉2
= −
(
ω¯2 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉2 − 2iηω¯ 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 − η2 〈ξef , Zvef 〉2
)
〈ξef , Zvef 〉2
= − ω¯
2 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉2
〈ξef , Zvef 〉2
+
2iηω¯ 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 + η
2
δ2ξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 =
−ω¯ω 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 − η2 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 = −ω¯ω − η
2
−δξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉 δξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉2
= −
(
ω2 〈Zv′ef , Jξef 〉2 + 2iηω 〈Zv′ef , Jξef 〉 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉 − η2 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉2
)
〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉2
= −ω
2 〈Zv′ef , Jξef 〉2
〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉2
− 2iηω 〈Zv′ef , Jξef 〉〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉 + η
2
δ2xief 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉 = −ωω¯ − η
2 (10.3)
Therefore δ2ξefS is obtained explicitly
δ2ξefS = 2jf
(
− ω¯
2 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉2
〈ξef , Zvef 〉2
+
2iηω¯ 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 −
ω2 〈Zv′ef , Jξef 〉2
〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉2
− 2iηω 〈Zv′ef , Jξef 〉〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉 − 2ωω¯
)
Because of Eq.(2.19), at the critical configuration Zvef ∼ ξef . Therefore by using the relation 〈Jξef , ξef 〉 = 0, we
obtain the result
δ2ξefS = −4jfωω¯ (10.4)
which means that the Hωef ω¯ef components of the Hessian matrix are the only nonvanishing components in the Hessian
submatrix respect to the spinorial variables ξef , and
Hωef ω¯ef = Hω¯efωef = −4jf (10.5)
Secondly we compute the double variation with respect to both the spinorial variabe ξef and the group variable
gve, where δgve := ∂
/
∂θveIJ
∣∣
θve=0
with the parametrization g′ve = gvee
θveIJJ IJ at a critical configuration gve
δgveδξefS = jfδgve
(
2
δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 + 2
δξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
)
= 2jf
(
−δgve 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉〈ξef , Zvef 〉2
+
δgveδξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉
)
(10.6)
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We use the following relations:
δgve 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 =
〈
ξef ,J †Zvef
〉
δgveδξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 = ω¯
〈
Jξef ,J †Zvef
〉− iη 〈ξef ,J †Zvef〉 (10.7)
Thus using Eq.(2.19) we have
δgveδξefS = 2jf
[
−
〈
ξef ,J †Zvef
〉
(ω¯ 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉 − iη 〈ξef , Zvef 〉)
〈ξef , Zvef 〉2
+
ω¯
〈
Jξef ,J †Zvef
〉− iη 〈ξef ,J †Zvef〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉
]
= 2jf
(
iη
〈
ξef ,J †Zvef
〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 +
ω¯
〈
Jξef ,J †Zvef
〉− iη 〈ξef ,J †Zvef〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉
)
= 2jf
ω¯
〈
Jξef ,J †ξef
〉
〈ξef , ξef 〉 (10.8)
where explicitly for
〈
Jξef , σ
iξef
〉
, ξ = (ξ0, ξ1)
t
we have〈
Jξef , σ
1ξef
〉
= −2ξ0ξ1〈
Jξef , σ
2ξef
〉
= 0〈
Jξef , σ
3ξef
〉
= − (ξ20 − ξ21)
However there are also nonvanishing components δgv′eδξefS with e = (v, v
′). Similarly we obtain
δgv′eδξefS = 2jfω
〈J †ξef , Jξef〉 (10.9)
Thus the nonvanishing components of the Hessian matrix are
Hθveω¯ef = Hω¯efθve = 2jf
〈
Jξef ,J †ξef
〉
and Hθv′eωef = Hωefθv′e = 2jf
〈J †ξef , Jξef〉. (10.10)
Next we compute the double variation δzvf δξefS. Here zvf is a CP
1 variable so δzvf = εvfJzvf
δzvf δξefS = jfδzvf
(
2
δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 + 2
δξef 〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
〈Zv′ef , ξef 〉
)
= 2jf
(
−δzvf 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉〈ξef , Zvef 〉2
+
δzvf δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉
)
(10.11)
We use the following relations:
δzvf 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 = ε
〈
ξef , g
†
veJzvf
〉
(10.12)
δzvf δξef 〈ξef , Zvef 〉 = ω¯δzvf 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉 − iηδzvf 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
= ω¯ε
〈
Jξef , g
†
veJzvf
〉− iηε 〈ξef , g†veJzvf〉 (10.13)
Using Eq.(2.19) we have at a critical configuration:
δzvf δξefS = 2jf
[
− ε
〈
ξef , g
†
veJzvf
〉
(ω¯ 〈Jξef , Zvef 〉 − iη 〈ξef , Zvef 〉)
〈ξef , Zvef 〉2
+
ω¯ε
〈
Jξef , g
†
veJzvf
〉− iηε 〈ξef , g†veJzvf〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉
]
= 2jf
ω¯ε
〈
Jξef , g
†
veJzvf
〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 = 2jf ω¯εe
2iφev 〈gveJξef , gveJξef 〉 (10.14)
Similar we also have for e = (v, v′) that
δzv′f δξefS = 2jfωε¯e
−2iφev 〈gveJξef , gveJξef 〉 (10.15)
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Then the nonvanishing components of the Hessian matrix are
Hεvf ω¯ef = Hω¯efεvf = 2jfe
2iφev 〈gveJξef , gveJξef 〉
Hε¯v′fωef = Hωef ε¯v′f = 2jfe
−2iφev 〈gveJξef , gveJξef 〉
Note that in the degenerate case gve ∈ SU(2)
Hεvf ω¯ef
∣∣
deg
= Hω¯efεvf
∣∣
deg
= 2jfe
2iφev Hε¯v′fωef
∣∣
deg
= Hωef ε¯v′f
∣∣
deg
= 2jfe
−2iφev . (10.16)
For the double variations δzvf δzv′f′S, it is obvious that the nonvanishing components are δ
2
zvf
S
δ2zvfSvf = jfδzvf
(
2
δzvf 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 + 2
δzvf 〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉
〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉 −
δzvf 〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 −
δzvf 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
)
+iγjfδzvf
(
δzvf 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉 −
δzvf 〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
)
In the following we compute δ2zvfSvf term by term:
2δzvf
δzvf 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 = −2εεe
4iφev 〈gveξef , gveJξef 〉2 − 2εε¯
2δzvf
δzvf 〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉
〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉 = −2ε¯ε¯e
−4iφe′v 〈gve′Jξe′f , gve′ξe′f 〉2 − 2ε¯ε
−δzvf
δzvf 〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 =
(
εe2iφev 〈gveξef , gveJξef 〉+ ε¯e−2iφev 〈gveJξef , gveξef 〉
)2
2ε¯ε− 2εε¯ 〈g†vegveJξef , g†vegveJξef〉
−δzvf
δzvf 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉 =
(
εe2iφe′v 〈gve′ξe′f , gve′Jξe′f 〉+ ε¯e−2iφe′v 〈gve′Jξe′f , gve′ξe′f 〉
)2
2ε¯ε− 2εε¯
〈
g†ve′gve′Jξe′f , g
†
ve′gve′Jξe′f
〉
(10.17)
We obtain explicitly the expression of δ2zvfSvf
δ2zvfSvf = jf
(
2εε¯ 〈gveξef , gveJξef 〉 〈gveJξef , gveξef 〉+ 2εε¯ 〈gve′ξe′f , gve′Jξe′f 〉 〈gve′Jξe′f , gve′ξe′f 〉
−2εε¯ 〈g†vegveJξef , g†vegveJξef〉− 2εε¯〈g†ve′gve′Jξe′f , g†ve′gve′Jξe′f〉
)
+iγjf
(
2εε¯
〈
g†vegveJξef , g
†
vegveJξef
〉− 2εε¯〈g†ve′gve′Jξe′f , g†ve′gve′Jξe′f〉
)
(10.18)
Therefore we obtain the nonvanishing components of the Hessian matrix
Hεvf ε¯vf = Hε¯vfεvf = 2jf
(
〈gveξef , gveJξef 〉 〈gveJξef , gveξef 〉+ 〈gve′ξe′f , gve′Jξe′f 〉 〈gve′Jξe′f , gve′ξe′f 〉
− 〈g†vegveJξef , g†vegveJξef〉− 〈g†ve′gve′Jξe′f , g†ve′gve′Jξe′f〉
)
+2iγjf
(〈
g†vegveJξef , g
†
vegveJξef
〉− 〈g†ve′gve′Jξe′f , g†ve′gve′Jξe′f〉
)
Note that in the degenerate case gve ∈ SU(2)
Hεvf ε¯vf
∣∣
deg
= Hε¯vfεvf
∣∣
deg
= −4jf (10.19)
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For the double variation δgveδzvfS we have
δgveδzvfSvf = jf
(
2δgve
δzvf 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 − δgve
δzvf 〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
)
− iγjfδgve
δzvf 〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 (10.20)
which can be computed term by term:
δgve
δzvf 〈ξef , Zvef 〉
〈ξef , Zvef 〉 = −εe
2iφev 〈gveξef , gveJξef 〉
〈
ξef ,J †ξef
〉
+ εe2iφev
〈
ξef ,J †g†vegveJξef
〉
δgve
δzvf 〈Zvef , Zvef 〉
〈Zvef , Zvef 〉 = −
(
εe2iφev 〈gveξef , gveJξef 〉+ ε¯e−2iφev 〈gveJξef , gveξef 〉
) (〈J †ξef , ξef〉+ 〈ξef ,J †ξef〉)
+εe2iφev
〈J †ξef , g†vegveJξef〉+ ε¯e−2iφev〈J †g†vegveJξef , ξef〉
+εe2iφev
〈
ξef ,J †g†vegveJξef
〉
+ ε¯e−2iφev
〈
g†vegveJξef ,J †ξef
〉
(10.21)
Thus we have explicitly
δgveδzvfSvf = 2jf
[−εe2iφev 〈gveξef , gveJξef 〉 〈ξef ,J †ξef〉+ εe2iφev 〈ξef ,J †g†vegveJξef〉]
−(1 + iγ)jf
[
− (εe2iφev 〈gveξef , gveJξef 〉+ ε¯e−2iφev 〈gveJξef , gveξef 〉) (〈J †ξef , ξef〉+ 〈ξef ,J †ξef〉)
+εe2iφev
〈J †ξef , g†vegveJξef〉+ ε¯e−2iφev〈J †g†vegveJξef , ξef〉
+εe2iφev
〈
ξef ,J †g†vegveJξef
〉
+ ε¯e−2iφev
〈
g†vegveJξef ,J †ξef
〉 ]
(10.22)
Therefore we obtain the components of the Hessian matrix:
Hθveεvf = Hεvfθve = 2jf
[−e2iφev 〈gveξef , gveJξef 〉 〈ξef ,J †ξef〉+ e2iφev 〈ξef ,J †g†vegveJξef〉]
−(1 + iγ)jf
[
− e2iφev 〈gveξef , gveJξef 〉
(〈J †ξef , ξef〉+ 〈ξef ,J †ξef〉)
+e2iφev
〈J †ξef , g†vegveJξef〉+ e2iφev〈ξef ,J †g†vegveJξef〉
]
Hθveε¯vf = Hε¯vfθve = −(1 + iγ)jf
[
− ε¯e−2iφev 〈gveJξef , gveξef 〉
(〈J †ξef , ξef〉+ 〈ξef ,J †ξef〉)
+e−2iφev
〈J †g†vegveJξef , ξef〉+ e−2iφev 〈g†vegveJξef ,J †ξef〉
]
while in the degenerate case
Hθveεvf
∣∣
deg
= Hεvfθve
∣∣
deg
= 2jfe
2iφev
〈
ξef ,J †Jξef
〉
−(1 + iγ)jf
[
e2iφev
〈J †ξef , Jξef〉+ e2iφev〈ξef ,J †Jξef〉]
Hθveε¯vf
∣∣
deg
= Hε¯vfθve
∣∣
deg
= −(1 + iγ)jf
[
e−2iφev
〈J †Jξef , ξef〉+ e−2iφev 〈Jξef ,J †ξef〉 ] (10.23)
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However there are nonvanishing components of Hessian matrix from δgve′ δzvfSvf
δgve′ δzvfSvf = jf
(
2δgve′
δzvf 〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉
〈Zve′f , ξe′f 〉 − δgve′
δzvf 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
)
+ iγjfδgve′
δzvf 〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
〈Zve′f , Zve′f 〉
= 2jf
[
−ε¯e−2iφe′v 〈gve′Jξe′f , gve′ξe′f 〉
〈J †ξe′f , ξe′f〉+ ε¯e−2iφe′v 〈J †g†ve′gve′Jξe′f , ξe′f〉]
−(1− iγ)jf
[
− (εe2iφe′v 〈gve′ξef , gve′Jξe′f 〉+ ε¯e−2iφe′v 〈gve′Jξe′f , gve′ξe′f 〉) (〈J †ξe′f , ξe′f〉+ 〈ξe′f ,J †ξe′f〉)
+εe2iφe′v
〈
J †ξe′f , g†ve′gve′Jξe′f
〉
+ ε¯e−2iφe′v
〈J †g†ve′gve′Jξe′f , ξe′f〉
+εe2iφe′v
〈
ξe′f ,J †g†ve′gve′Jξe′f
〉
+ ε¯e−2iφe′v
〈
g†ve′gve′Jξe′f ,J †ξe′f
〉]
(10.24)
Therefore we obtain the components of the Hessian matrix:
Hθve′εvf = Hεvfθve′ = −(1− iγ)jf
[
− e2iφe′v 〈gve′ξef , gve′Jξe′f 〉
(〈J †ξe′f , ξe′f〉+ 〈ξe′f ,J †ξe′f〉)
+e2iφe′v
〈
J †ξe′f , g†ve′gve′Jξe′f
〉
+ e2iφe′v
〈
ξe′f ,J †g†ve′gve′Jξe′f
〉]
Hθve′ ε¯vf = Hε¯vfθve′ = 2jf
[
−e−2iφe′v 〈gve′Jξe′f , gve′ξe′f 〉
〈J †ξe′f , ξe′f〉+ e−2iφe′v 〈J †g†ve′gve′Jξe′f , ξe′f〉]
−(1− iγ)jf
[
− e−2iφe′v 〈gve′Jξe′f , gve′ξe′f 〉
(〈J †ξe′f , ξe′f〉+ 〈ξe′f ,J †ξe′f〉)
+e−2iφe′v
〈J †g†ve′gve′Jξe′f , ξe′f〉+ e−2iφe′v 〈g†ve′gve′Jξe′f ,J †ξe′f〉
]
while in the degenerate case:
Hθve′εvf
∣∣
deg
= Hεvfθve′
∣∣
deg
= −(1− iγ)jf
[
e2iφe′v
〈J †ξe′f , Jξe′f〉+ e2iφe′v〈ξe′f ,J †Jξe′f〉]
Hθve′ ε¯vf
∣∣
deg
= Hε¯vfθve′
∣∣
deg
= 2jfe
−2iφe′v 〈J †Jξe′f , ξe′f〉
−(1− iγ)jf
[
e−2iφe′v
〈J †Jξe′f , ξe′f〉+ e−2iφe′v 〈Jξe′f ,J †ξe′f〉 ] (10.25)
Finally the nonvanishing Hessian components Hθveθve are computed in [13]
Hrrθveθve =
1
2
∑
f
jf
(
−δij + nˆief nˆjef + iεijknˆkef
)
Hrbθveθve = −
i
2
∑
f
jf
(
−δij + nˆief nˆjef + iεijknˆkef
)
Hbrθveθve = −
i
2
∑
f
jf
(
−δij + nˆief nˆjef + iεijknˆkef
)
Hrrθveθve = 2(1 +
i
2
γ)
∑
f
jf
(
−δij + nˆief nˆjef + iεijknˆkef
)
where r and b label respectively the rotation and boost parts of the generators.
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